RECURSIVE FUNCTIONS AND INTUITIONISTIC
NUMBER THEORY
BY

DAVID NELSON
The purpose of this paper is to examine, for propositions
of elementary
number theory, the relation between an intuitionistic
truth definition and the
provability of formulas which represent these propositions in formal systems
of intuitionistic
logic. The intuitionistic
truth definition is that of Kleene(1).
He has arithmetized
this truth notion in the definition of a syntactical
predicate "the natural number a realizes the number-theoretic
formula A" [15, §5].
A familiarity wi', a this definition as well as other portions of Kleene's paper
will be presupposed for the following.
The present results relate the constructibility
demands of the intuitionists
as embodied in a formal system of number theory by Heyting to Church's
thesis identifying constructible
and general recursive functions [8; 9; 3].
In Part I, it is shown that certain systems of intuitionistic
number theory
satisfy the definition for realizability.
We demonstrate
that any formula deductible from a realizable formula in one of these formal systems is realizable.
This result enables us, by the reasoning of Kleene [15, §10 ], to show that
certain classically true formulas are not provable in intuitionistic
number
theory. Likewise, it affords a demonstration
that certain classically true formulas of the predicate calculus are unprovable in the intuitionistic
predicate

calculus.
Then, following Kleene's notation
[15, §§11-12], we demonstrate
that
the formulas AZ)®A and ®A3A are realizable. This result concerns an interpretative consistency proof for a system of intuitionistic
number theory which
is an extension of the usual formalization
[15, §13].
Parts II and III take up the problem of formalizing a portion of the theory
of recursive functions and predicates in intuitionistic
number theories. Part II
is concerned principally with the formalization
of material which is familiar
on the intuitive plane and much of which has already been formalized in the

framework

of a classical logic. We utilize the work of Hubert

and Bernays

[10, vol. l] and Gödel [ó] to avoid additional laborious detail. Part III introduces formulas Kk(e, ai, • • • , ak, b) representing primitive recursive predicates having properties similar to Kleene's predicates
Tk(e, ax, • • • , ak, b)
[13, §§4, 7], but defined in a way which facilitates formalization
of the theory
of general and partial recursive functions and predicates. These formulas enPresented to the Society, September 17, 1945; received by the editors May 13, 1946.
(") [15]. Numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography
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able us to develop an abbreviation
for the representation
of partial and general recursive functions in a particular system 53.
Part IV contains a formalization
of the conclusions of Part I, which, as
Kleene has observed [15, §14], furnishes a metamathematical
consistency
proof for a broader intuitionistic logic containing formulas, which, upon their
usual interpretation,
contradict
certain classically true number-theoretic
propositions.
Formal results are also obtained which afford a metamathematical refinement of the proofs, both of the incompleteness
of the unextended formalization of intuitionistic
number theory, and of the unprovability
of certain formulas in the intuitionistic
predicate calculus [15, §§15, 16].

Part I
1. Formal systems of intuitionistic

number theory. We shall employ the

formal symbolism as it is described in the introductory
article by Kleene [15,
§4], except that letters from the early part of the alphabet will be reserved
for free variables and letters from the latter part for bound variables. For
the present theory, this amounts to an inessential difference. Unless an identification is explicitly stated, it is assumed, when reference is made to the variables of a formula, that distinct letters stand for distinct variables.
In the first system Si the only function and predicate symbols which appear are ' (successor), + (sum), • (product), and = (equality). Other function
and predicate symbols as described in the reference may appear in the additional systems which we wish to consider.
The deductive postulates for Si will be the following axiom schemata and
rules of inference, from which the notions of formal proof and deducibility
from assumption formulas are defined in the familiar way.
We note that the system Si differs from a classical system of number theory G only in Axiom Schema 8, which in the classical system has the form

7 7ADA [1, pp. 44, 48].
In the postulate list, A, B, C represent formulas, a, b, c represent free
variables, t represents a term, A(b) represents a formula containing the freevariable b, and x represents a bound variable not occurring in A(b), and A(x),
A(t), and so on, represent the results of substituting
x, t, and so on, for b
throughout the formula A(b). Further restriction is stated accompanying the
two rules of inference in which it is required.
Throughout
the remainder of the work, if, for a given formula A(a) and
for any bound variable x, we write VxA(x) or 3xA(x), it will be understood
that x is distinct from all the bound variables of A(a).

Axiom schemata

and rules of inference

for the predicate

calculus(2)

la. A D (B D A).
(2) The postulates

1-12 give a system for the predicate

I-J calculus [4]. Cf. also [8].

calculus equivalent

to Gentzen's
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lb. (AD(BD

C)) D ((A D B) D (A D Q).

A, ADB
2. —B

3. A D (B D A & B).
4a.
4b.
5a.
5b.

A & B D A.
A & B D B.
A D A V B.
B D A V B.

6. (ADC)D((BDC)D(AVBD
7. (ADB)D((AD
7B)D 7A).
8. 7 A D (A D B).
C D A(b)

Q).

C D VxA(x) '
In Rule 9, the variable

b must not occur in C.

10. VxA(x) D A(t).
11. A(t) D 3xA(x).

A(b) D C

12. ———3xA(x) D C
In Rule 12, the variable

b must not occur in C.

Axioms for = and Peano axioms

13. A(0) & Vx(A(x) D A(x')) D A(b).
14. a' = b' D a = b.
15. 7 a' = 0.
16. a = a.

17. a = b D (a = c D b = c).
18. a = b D a' = b'.
Axioms for the function

19. a + 0 = a.

20. a + b' = (a + )b'.
21. a-0 = 0.
22. a-b' = (a-b) + a.
The schema for =,

symbols

+ and

•
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23. b = c D (A(b) D A(c)),
may appear in other systems of intuitionistic
number theory.
The formal systems of the types listed by Kleene [15, §4, A-E], and also
of types intermediate
in this classification, may, in addition to Postulates 118, contain Axiom Schema 23 and axioms for further function and predicate
symbols which represent general recursive functions and predicates. We summarize the relation between terms and elementary formulas of the formal systems and intuitive functions and predicates in a lemma.

Lemma 1. Under the assigned interpretation of the formal function and predicate symbols and the usual interpretation of composition, each term t(ai, • • •, a*)
and each elementary formula A(ai, • ■ ■ , a*), both containing exactly the free
variables displayed, will represent, respectively, a general recursive function
t(xi, • • ■ , xk) and a general recursive predicate A(xi, • • ■ , xk).
We shall require a familiarity with the following recursive functions for the
discussion of Part I. All the functions except (k), (1), and (m) are primitive
recursive [5; 11; 13], and these three are partial recursive functions [12; 13].

List of recursive

functions

(a) U„\(xi, • • • , xn). The identity functions, the mth variable
of n variables which are arguments of the function [7].
(b) x'. The successor function, x+l.
(c) 0(x), l(x), ■ ■ • . The constant functions, 0, 1, • • • .

in the list

(d) x+y. The sum of x and y.
(e) x-y. The product

of x and y.

(f) x". The y power of x.
(g) (*)n- If x = 0, the value of the function is the exponent of the (» + l)st
prime in a factorization
of x into a product of powers of distinct primes (including primes to the power 0)(3), for example, if x = 21-3°-59- 74, then (x)2 = 9.

The value of (0)„ is 0.
(h) ß(x). The function

which takes the value 0 when x¿¿0 and takes the.

value 1 whenx = 0 [10, vol. 1, p. 311].
(i)

e(x, y). The function(4)

which takes the value 0 when x = y and takes

the value 1 when x?*y.
(j) S%(z, yi, ■ • • , ym)- If 4>(Vu * • • . y». *i. • • * . xn) is a function of the
m+n variables yi, • • • , ym, xi, ■ • ■ , xn in that order and is defined recursively by e, and fa, • • ■ , km are natural numbers, then S%(e, ki, • ■ • , km)
defines recursively <p(ki, • • • , km, xi, • • • , xn) as a function of the remaining
variables Xi, • • • , xn [12, §2].
(») The notation was first used in [13, §5], but note the difference in the definition of the
function from [14, §5]; our (*)»is (a;)n+i as defined there.
(*) [10, vol. 1, pp. 302 ff.]. The present e(x, y) corresponds to the function a(5(x, y)

+ i(y, x)), defined there.
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(Since the application
of the function S^(z, yx, ■ ■ • , ym) requires that
<p(yx, • • • , ym, Xx, • • • , xn) be considered as a function of the variables in that
specific order, to avoid ambiguity, we introduce the notation "Xxi • • • xnt"

for an expression "t" taken as a function of the variables xi •••,*»
in that
order ; this notation also serves to distinguish the variables from parameters
which may appear(6).)
(k) pyR(xx, • • • , xn,y). For every partial recursive relation R(xi, • • ■ ,xn,
y), pyR(xi, ■ • • , x„, y) defines a partial recursive function which specifies
the least y such that R(xi, • ■ ■ , xn, y) ; the range of definition of the function
is all Xi, • ■ • , xn such that (Ey)R(xu • • • , xn, y) [13, §3].
(1) i>„(z, xi, • • • , xn). If the recursive function <p(xi, • • • , x„) is defined
by the Gödel number e, then <p(xi, • • • , xn) = $„(e, Xi, • • • , xn). The function
3>„(z, xi, ■ • • , xn) is a partially defined function, the range of definition is all
z,xi, • ■ • , Xn such that (Ey)Tn(z, xu • • • , xn, y) [12, §2].
(m) &i(z, Xi, • • • ,xn). We introduce this function generated by iterations
of <£i(z, x) for notational brevity, since it is frequently used below. It is de-

fined by the equation
$"(Z,

Xl, ■ ■ • , Xn) =

$l(

• • • $l(z,

Xx), ■ ■ ■ , Xn).

(n) Sk(e). This function has the value «i, where «i is the Gödel number
which defines the function \xiS\(uí, x{), where u2, in turn, defines the function
\xiX2Sl(u3, xi, x2), • • • , where uk-i defines the function \xi • • ■xk-iSl~1(uk,xi,
■ ■ • , xk-i), where uk = e.

(It should be noted that \xi • • ■Xj${(Sk(e), xi, • • • , x¡), ior j<k,

is the

same function as \xi • ■ ■XjS{(uj+i, xi, • ■ • , xj). Also, Xxi ■ ■ ■xk$i(Sk(e), x\,
• • • , Xk) is the same function as \xx • • • Xk$k(e, Xx, • • ■ , xk).)
(6) Ek(xx, • • • , xk). This function for &_2 is introduced
merely for
notational

brevity.

E2(xx,

x2)=2xi-3x*;

and

Ek+1(xx,

x2, ■ ■ ■ , xk+x)=2xl

Henceforth we shall assume a familiarity with the concept of realizability
as defined by Kleene [15, §5 ]. We proceed to the statement of several lemmas
which are fundamental
to Theorem 1.
For the statement and proof of Lemma 2, we establish the following notational conventions.
Let A(a) be a formula containing no free variables except a. Let t(ai, • • • , a*) be a term containing exactly the free variables
aj, • • -.ajtwhichrepresentsageneralrecursivefunctionXxi
• • -xkt(xi, • • -,Xk),
cf. Lemma 1, and let n = t(ni, • • • , nk). Under these conventions, we have the

following.
Lemma 2. The formula A(t(ni,
formula A(n) is realized by m.

• • • , ru)) is realized by m if and only if the

(*) The notation is taken from [2], but with a slight change in use. (Church's X was defined
for functions of one variable, and functions of n variables were obtained by iteration.)
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The lemma is proved by induction. The basis follows immediately
from
Lemma 1. Since n = t(ni, ■ • • , nk), a necessary and sufficient condition for
A (n) is A (t(ni, • • • , nk)). And if one of the formulas is realized, then the other
is also, and if either is realized, it is realized by 0.
For the induction step, there are six cases, one for each of the logical symbols. We shall note the one for the conjunction
symbol and the universal
operator; the others proceed in a similar fashion. (1) For the conjunction
symbol there are three subcases: (i) Both A and B contain a. If A(n) & B(n)
is realized by m, then A(«) is realized by (m)0, and B(n) by (m)i; then
A(t(ni, • • • ,nk)) and B(t(ni, • • • ,nk)), by the induction hypothesis, are realized by (m)o and (m)i, respectively, and A(t(/ii, • • • ,nk)) &B(t(ziu • • -,nk))
is realized by 2(m)o-3(m)l or m. Reversing these steps, we obtain the converse,
(ii) and (iii) Suppose that either the first or the second of the two formulas
of the conjunction does not contain n, the treatment
proceeds again as in (i).
(2) If VxA(x, n) is realized by k, then k defines a recursive function
\x<b(x), which, for any numeral no, gives a realization for A(«o, n). By the
induction hypothesis, A(n0, t(ni, • • • , nt)) is also realized by 4>(nô), which
allows us to take the Gödel number
of \x<p(x) as a realization
for

VxA(x, t(ni, • • • , nt)).
For the statement of Lemmas 3 and 4 we shall first explain some abbreviations in notation. If a«, • • • , a«, comprise all the free variables occurring in
a formula B and they occur in the formula in the order in which they are
listed, and if ntl, • • • ,nH are any natural numbers, then B* is the expression
obtained by replacing a«, • • • , a,„ respectively,
by n«, • • ■ , ««, through-

out B.
Let the natural numbers 1, • • -, n be partitioned
into two increasing
sequences, M which is jiti. •' • • > Pi and N which Ut vi, • • • , vk. Suppose that
AF1, • • • , Arjb, A are formulas which contain collectively the free variables
a^i, • • • , aßj and contain no other free variables and contain none of the
bound variables xw, • ■ • , xßJ, and suppose in addition that, for any i which
is in N, the formula A< contains only those of the free variables a» for which

h<i.
Then we define a set of operations

ñ¿ for 1 g i ú n :

(1) If i is in N and B is a formula, then Q<B is the formula AOB.
(2) If i is in M and B(a<) is a formula containing the free variable ai and
not containing the bound variable x¿, then ßiB(a<) is the formula VxjB(x<).
For example, suppose B(a) and C(a, b) contain exactly the free variables
indicated.
If we make the following identifications:
X! with y, A2(ai) with
B(a), x3 with z, and A(ai, a3) with C(a, b), then ßiß2fi3A(ai, a3) will be the
same formula as Vy(B(y)3VzC(y,
z)).
Let us assume in addition that, according as i is in M or in N, "JV abbreviates un" or "ai," where «» is any natural number and o, is any number
which realizes Aj*.
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When we say "for every f 1, • • • , f„" we mean for every choice of «i and
every choice of ah which realizes Ah*, made in the specific order fi, • • • , fn.
Note that the choice of a\ will, in general, depend on the choice of the numerals appearing for the free variables of Ah, that is, on the choice of the «,-,

where i<h.
Lemma 3. If c realizes ßi • ■ • ßnA, then, for every choice of fi, • • • , f„, the

formula A* is realized by $"(c, fi, • .• • , fn).
We make two preliminary observations
required for the proof. If B(a) is
a formula containing no free variables except a and not containing the bound
variable x, and if e realizes VxB(x), then B(n) is realized by $i(e, «).
If C and D are formulas containing
no free variables, and if e realizes
CDD, and c realizes C, then D is realized by $>i(e,.c).
The proof then follows by induction. If the formula (ßj, • • • ß„A)* is
realized by $[~1(c, fj, • • '« , ÇP-x), then in either case for p the formula

(öp+i • • ■ ß„A)* is realized by the number $i($?_1(e, fi, • • •, ÇP-x), fj,), but
this is the same number

as $l(c, fi, • • • , f p) (cf. Definition

m).

Lemma 4. Z/, /or e^ery choice of fi, • • • , £"„, iAe number $„(e, fi, • • • , fn)
realizes A*, then ßi • • • ßnA is realized by Sn(e).
Again an induction proof gives the desired result.
realize ßi • • • ß„A if, for every fi, the number

The number Sn(e) will
<3?i(S„(e), fi) realizes

(ÍÍ2 • • • ßnA)*. This condition will be satisfied if, for every fi, fa, $ïOS»(e),fi, fï)
realizes (ß3 • • • Q„A)*. We continue this reduction, until finally the realization of ßj. • • • ß„A by Sn(e) is brought to depend only upon the realization

of A* by the number (î>ï(5„(e), fi, • • • , f„) for every fi, • • • , fn- The hypothesis of the lemma asserts that *„(e,fi, •"• • , f«) realizes A*, but we have already observed, following the definition of S„(e), that in the event that

#n(e, fi» • * " i fn) is a number, #J(5„(c), fi, • • • , f») = *»(c, fi, • • • , £») (cf.
Definition n).
Corollary.
If, for every choice o/fi, ■ • • , fn, the formula A* is realized by
<p(tx, • ■ • , tr), where each U is either some one of Çx, • • • , Tn or some prescribed
constant or an arbitrary parameter, and if \wx • ■ • Wrd>(ivx,• • • , wr) is a partial
recursive function, then ßi • • • ß„A is realizable.
We choose for the number e of the lemma the Gödel number of the function Xfi • • • ÇnUî+1(<p(h, • ■ • ,tr),Çx, • • • , $"„). We abbreviate
this expression

by writing "Xfi • • • U<t>(h,■■ ■, Í,)."
Theorem
1. Every formula deducible by Postulates 1-18 and Postulate 23
(the intuitionistic predicate calculus with equality, and the Peano axioms) from
arbitrary realizable formulas is realizable.
To prove the theorem

it will be sufficient to show that each of the axioms
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is realizable; and, for the rules of inference, that the conclusion is realizable
if the premise or premises are realizable.
In the discussion of the theorem we assume that the symbolism is subject
to the restrictions that were stated in the explanation of the list of postulates.
In addition, unless other free variables appear, it is assumed that each formula
of the form of one of the axiom schemata contains, in order of appearance in
the formula, exactly the free variables an, • • • , ak. A formula followed by an
asterisk abbreviates
the result of replacing
those of the free variables
ai, • • • , ak which appear in the formula
by the respective
numerals
iii

• • • i-fîjb.

In all of the cases we must consider formulas of the form Oi • • • 0„A.
For consideration
of these cases we apply the corollary to Lemma 4. Following the comments on each case we shall write in parentheses the choice
of Xfi • ■ • Çn<t>(h,• ■ • , tr). This indication will determine unambiguously
the
choice of variables aßl, • • • , aßj and formulas AP1, ■ ■ ■ , A,k as well (cf. remarks preceding Lemma 3, and Lemma 4 and corollary). We proceed to the
consideration of the separate cases.
(la) AD(BI)A).
Suppose that o realizes A* and that b realizes B*, then
U\(a) realizes A*. If we choose U\(a) to be <p(ti, ■ ■ • , tT) in the corollary to
Lemma 4, and choose «i, • • • , nk, a, b, to be fi, • ■ • , f„, we obtain the desired result for a formula of the form (la).

(X»i • • • nkabUi(a)).

(lb) (AD(BDC))D((ADB)D(ADC)).

If p realizes (AD(BDC))* and a

realizes A*, then by Lemma 3, (BDC)* is realized by $i(p, a). If
q realizes (ADB)*, again by Lemma 3, $1(0, a) realizes B*.
realized by <&i($i(p, a), $1(0, a)). Again the case is completed
tion of the corollary to Lemma 4 taking fi, •••,£»
as «i, •••■
(Xwi • • • nkpqa$i($i(p,

furthermore
Thus C* is
by applica, nk, p, q, a.

a), $1(9, a))).

A(at, • • ■ , z.k), A(ai, ■ ■ ■ , &k) D B(a>1, • • • , a,,)
■f*(a"i>' ■ ' 1 a»,}

Assume that the only free variables which appear in the formulas are the ones
displayed
and that they appear in the order listed. Then assume that
A(ai, • • • , ak) is realized by o and that A(ai, • • • , a*)DB(arl,
• • • , a,,)
is realized by c. Then by Lemma 3, A(ni, • • • , nk) is realized by
<ï>î(a, m, ■ ■ ■ , nk), and A(ni, • • • , ni)DB(nvl,
• • • , n,,) is realized by
3>Í+Í(c, «1, • • • , nk, nn, ■ • • , nßj) where aßl, • • • , aN are the variables of
B(a„i, • • • , a,,) in order of first appearance which are not among ai, • • • , ak.
Then, again by Lemma 3, the formula B(n„,, • • • , n„,) is realized by the
number
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«i, • • • , »*)).

This last expression is taken as d>(tx, • • • , tT) in the corollary to Lemma 4.
Note that in this case arbitrary parameters
and constants appear among the
U; fi, • • • , fn are chosen as nrl, • • • , «„,.
(X«,! • • • «,,$i($i

(c, «i, ■ • • , nk, «„„ • • • , »„/), $i(a, »i, • • • , «t))).

(3) AD(BDA & B). Suppose that a realizes A* and that b realizes B*,
then (A & B)* is realized by 2°-36.
(X»i • • • nkab2a-3b).

(4a) A & BDA. If c realizes (A & B)*, then c is of the form 2a-3b and a
realizes A*. Thus (c)0 realizes A*.
(X»i • • • nkc(c)0).

(4b) A&BDB.Ifcrealizes(A&B)*,then(c)1realizesB*.(X«1
• • -w*c(c)i).
(5a) AOAVB. If a realizes A*, then 2°-3° realizes (A\/B)*.
(X«i • • • nka2°-3b).

(5b) BDAVB.

If b realizes B*. then 21-3" realizes (A\/B)*.
(\nx ■ ■ ■ nkb2l-3a).

(6) (ADC)D((BDC)D(A\/BDC)).
(BDQ*.

Suppose that h realizes (ADO*

and that

m realizes

In addition,

(AVB)*.

Then there are two possibilities

show that in either case C* is realized by
If (^)o = 0, then (k)x must realize A*, and
j3(0) = l, we have the desired result. If
and i>i(m, (k)x) realizes C*; in this case

let us suppose

that

k realizes

as (k)0 = 0 or (&)0= 1. We shall

ß((k)0) $x(h, (k)x) + (k)0-$x(m, (k)x).
4>i(ä, (^)i) realizes C*; recalling that
(¿)0 = 1, then (k)i must realize B*,
we have ¡3(1) =0.

(X«! • • • nhhmkß((k)o)- #i(A, (*)i) + (k)o- *i(f», (k)x)).

(7) (ADB)D((AD7B)D7A).

In consideration of this schema, we ob-

serve first that a formula 7A* is realized by the Gödel number of any partial
recursive function, thus by any natural number, if and only if A* is not realizable. Now let us suppose that (ADB)* is realized by p and that (AD 7B)*
is realized by q; then if, in addition, A* were realized by a, the formula B*
would be realized by &x(p, a) and 7B* would be realized by &x(q, a). But this

is impossible [15, §7, (c)]. Thus if (ADB)* and (AD7B)*
ble, A* is not realizable,

and

7A* is realized

by any

are both realizanumber,

say 0(g).

(X«i • • • nkpq0(q)).
(8) 7AD (ADB).

The reasoning

in this case is somewhat

like that in the
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one. Not both 7A* and A* can be realizable.
Thus
the formula
(ADB)*
is realized by any number,

if c realsay 0(c).

(Xmi • • • nkc 0(c)).

C D A(b)
C D vxA(x)

(9)

Suppose a formula above the line contains, in order of appearance,
exactly the free variables ai, • • • , a,-, b, aJ+i, • • • , ak, then the formula below the line will contain, in order of appearance,
exactly the free variables
ai, • • • , a,-, &i+i, • • • , ak, cf. restriction on Rule 9.
Let us assume that p realizes the formula above the line. Let any choice be
made of the numerals rii, • • •, n¡, n, n¡+i, • • • ,nk; after this has been done, let
any c be chosen which realizes C*; then <E>î+2(£,»i, • • •, n¡, n, n¡+i, • ■ • ,nk,c)
realizes (A(n))*.
Now observe that, since b did not occur in C, the
choice of c did not depend on the choice of n. Thus for any choice of
Wii • • • i «y, «i+ii • • • ,nk, followed by any choice of c, and then any choice of
n, the formula (A(in))* is realized by $\+2(p, »i, • • • , n¡, n, n¡+i, • • • , nk, c).
Thus if we interpret
this expression
as <p(ti, • • • , tk) and interpret
«!,•••,
«j, n¡+i, • • ■ , íti, í, » as fi, • • ■ , f, in the corollary to Lemma 4,
we may demonstrate
that the formula below the line is realizable.
(Xwi • ■ • n¡, n,-+i • • ■ nkcn$i

Jfc-r-2

(p, »i, • • • , n¡, n, nj+i, •••,«*,

c))

(10) VxA(x)3A(t(an,
• • • , aVj)). Suppose that those of the free variables
ai, • • • , ak which occur in t(aM, • • • , arj) are exactly the ones which are
exhibited, and suppose that t(a«, • ■ • , a,y) represents the general recursive
function

Xx,! • • -xrjt(x,u

■ ■ • , x,¡),

cf. Lemma

1, and

that

t(nrl,

= n. Now, if c realizes (VxA(x))*, then $i(c, n) realizes (A(n))*.
By Lemma 2, 3>i(c, n) also realizes
(A(t(nrl, • • • , nVj)))*.
(A(t(nn, ■ • • , nfj)))* is realized by 4?i(c, t(nn, ■ ■ ■ , nPj)).

• • • , nrj)

Finally,

(X«i • ■ • »*c4>i(c, t(nri, • ■ • , »,,■))).
(11) A(t(a,i, • • • , ari))33xA(x).
Assume that the conditions stated in
the first sentence of (10) are satisfied. Then, if c realizes (A(t(«,1( • • • , nPj)))*,
again by Lemma 2, c will also realize (A(n))*. Thus the formula (3xA(x))*

will be realized by E2(t(ntl, • ■ ■ , n,/), c).
(X»i • • • «ícF2(í(wv1, • • • , n,¡), c)).

A(b) D C
(12)
Suppose

3xA(x) D C
a formula

above

the line contains,

in order of appearance,

ex-
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actly the free variables ait ■ ■ • , a¡, b, a;+i, • • • , ak; then the formula below the line will contain, in order of appearance,
exactly the free variables
ai, • • • , a3-,a3-+i, • • • , a*, cf. restriction on Rule 12. For any choice of numerals rii, ••• , n¡, n, «y+1, • • • , rik, if p realizes (A(n)DQ*
and m realizes

(A(n))*, then C* will be realized by $%+2(p, «i, • • ■ , »/, «, ttj+i, • ■ ■ , nk, m).
Now let us suppose

(h)o—l, then

the

that

the formula

formula

(3xA(x))*

is realized

(A(Z))* will be realized

by

by h and that

(h)x- Since C

does not contain the free variable b, the formula C* will be realized by
*Í+2(£> «i, • • • , »/, (h)o, n¡+x, • ■ ■ , nk, (h)x), for the choice of n might have
been I, and the consequent choice of m might have been (ft)ii+2

(X«i ■ ■ • nkh$x

(p, «i, • • • i n¡, (h)o, «,+i, • • ■ , »*, (Ä)i)).

(13) A(0) & Vx(A(x)DA(x'))DA(b).

As a preliminary step for this case

we define recursively
a function \xzp(x, z) by the following equations:
p(0, z) = (z)o, p(x', z) =<3?i((z)i, x, p(x, z)). Now let us assume that the formula
(A(0) & Vx(A(x)DA(x')))*
is realized by a, then we shall prove by induction
that A(n)*, for any choice of w, is realized by p(n, a). For the basis, we observe
that (a)o realizes (A(0))*, but p(0, a) = (a)o- For the induction step, let us assume that p(n, a) realizes (A(n))*; then, by Lemma 3 and the first hypothesis
of this case, $l((a)i, n, p(n, a)) realizes (A(n'))*. Thus p(n', a) realizes
(A(n'))*. Finally, we note that b is the last free variable in order of appearance in a formula of the form of Schema 13. (X«i • • • nknap(n, a)).
(14) a' = b'Da = b. If p realizes n' = m', then 0(p) realizes n = zn.

(XnmpO(p)).
(15) a' = 0. Since for every «, «'^0,

say0(«). (XmO(m)).
(16) a = a. The formula n=n

7n' = 0 is realized

by any number,

is realized by 0(w). (X«0(«)).

(17) a = bD(a = cDb = c). If p realizes n = m, and q realizes

n = k, then

0(g) realizes m = k. (\nmkpq0(q)).
(18) a = bDa'

= b'.

If p

realizes

n = m,

then

0(p)

realizes

n' = m'.

(Xnmp0(p)).
(23) b = cD(A(b)DA(c)).
If p realizes n —zn, and q realizes (A(n))*, then
U\(q) realizes (A(m))*. (Xnmni • • ■nkpqU\(q)).

Corollary
1.1. Every formula deduciblefrom arbitrary realizable formulas
in a formal system containing Postulates 1-18, 23 and any axioms having the
form of equations defining general recursive functions is realizable. In particular,
every formula provable in Si is realizable.
Any formula A(ai, • • • , ak) containing
the free variables in indicated
order of appearance which has the form of a recursion equation is an elementary formula and is realized by Sk(e), where e defines Xxi • • • xkU\+l(Q, Xx,
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• • • , xk), cf. Lemma 4. This observation along with Theorem 1 completes
the proof of the corollary.
Corollary 1.1 can be extended to systems containing
predicate symbols
which represent general recursive predicates(6), with axioms which either define the predicates explicitly from the functions or are constructed
from the
recursion equations of the latter by the usual device for eliminating function

symbols in terms of predicate symbols [10, vol. 1, pp. 460-461].
Suppose,

for example,

that a function

f is defined by recursion

equations

/(0, b) = g(b),
f(a', b) = h(f(a, b), a, b).
And suppose that axioms have already been introduced
for elementary formulas G(b, c) and H(d, a, b, c) representing the respective predicates g(b) =c
and h(d, a, b)=c. Then the following axioms serve to introduce F(a, b, c)
representing the predicate/(o,
b)=c:

(i)
(ii)

3x(F(0, b, x) & G(b, x)),
3x3y(F(a',

b, x) & H(y, a, b, x) & F(a, b, y)).

For every n the formula 3x(F(0,
n, x) & G(«, x)) is realized by
E3(g(n), 0,0). For every n and m the formula 3x3y(F(n',
m, x) &H(y, n,m, x)
& F(n, m, y)) is realized by Ei(f(n', m),f(n, m), 0, 0, 0). If g and h are general
recursive, formulas (i) and (ii) are realizable.

Corollary
1.2. For every provable formula of Si containing no free variables
and ofthe form Vxi • • • Vx*3yA(xi, • • • ,xk,y), there exists a general recursive
function <p(xi, ■ • • , xk) such that for every m, ■ • ■ , nk, if <p(ni, • ■ ■ , nk)=n,
then A(ni, ■ -\ • , nk, n) is a realizable formula.
By Corollary 1.1, a provable formula is realizable. Let the number m be a
realization for the formula of the form Vxi • • -Vxt3yA(xi,
• • • , x*, y).Then,
by Lemma 3, the number 4>Í(m, »i, • • • , nk) realizes 3yA(ni,
■ • • , nk, y)
for any set of natural numbers «i, • • • , nk. By the definition of realizability
for a formula of this form, the number ($\(u, m, ■ ■ ■ , nk))i realizes the formula A(rii, • • • , nk, n) where ($[(u, «i, • • • , nk))0 = n. The function
X*i • ■ • xk($\(u, xi, • • ■ , xk))o is general recursive since $\(u, «i, • • • , nk)
is defined for each set «i, • • • , nk of natural numbers.

2. Realizability of AZ)®A and ©ADA. In this section the formal symbolism may be that of Si, or of a related system with some other selection of
predicate and function symbols representing
recursive predicates
and functions.
Kleene has observed that if, under the usual interpretations,
the recursive
predicates Fi(c, a, b) and a = b, and either the two recursive functions 2a-3b
(6) Including systems of type B, D, and E in the classification

of [15, §4].
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and U(a) or corresponding
predicates 2"-3b = c and U(a)=c, are expressible
in the formalism, then for each formula A there exist formulas a®A and ®A
which express the intuitive predicates "a realizes A" and "A is realizable,"
respectively
[15, §12]. Kleene gives a definition of a®A, supposing the function U(a) is expressible, which we modify by the following changes for the
situation in which only the predicate U(a) =c is expressible. For the formulas
which represent
the three intuitive
predicates
Fi(c, a, b), 2"-3b = c, and
U(a)=c we write T(c, a, b), E(a, b, c), and U(a, c), respectively.
Then for a
formula of the form U(a)®A, we have 3y(U(a, y) & y®A).
Two cases may now be distinguished.
Either the symbolism
affords
T(c, a, b), E(a, b, c), and U(a, c) as elementary formulas, or does not. In the
first case(7), the two following propositions will hold as direct consequences
of the clause of the definition of realizability for an elementary formula without free variables (the partial recursive functions being simply the constant
function 0 of the proper number of arguments) :
(1) For natural numbers n, m, k, T(k, n, m), E(n, m, k), or U(n, k) is
realizable if, and only if, Tx(k, n, m), 2n-3m = k, or U(n) =k, respectively.
(2) There exist partial recursive functions \zxyr(z, x, y), \xyze(x, y, z), and
\xzv(x, z) such that for natural numbers n, m, k, if T(k, n, m), E(n, m, k), or
U(n, k) is realizable, then r(k, n, m), e(n, m, k), or v(n, k), respectively, realizes
it.
For the second case(8), we can make use of the following two lemmas to
prove the existence of T(c, a, b), E(a, b, c), and Ufa, c) representing
the three
intuitive predicates, and having the two stated properties, when the formalism
contains at least the functions and predicate ',-,-{-,
= of Si, or instead
the four predicates a' =c, =,a-\-b = c,ab = c. Although the result is one which
concerns only the formation rules, and does not relate to any set of deductive
postulates, it will be convenient to prove it by making use of known properties of the deductive
system Si, including, for the proof that T(c, a, b),
E(a, b, c), and U(a, c) represent the intuitive predicates, the fact that under
the usual interpretations
only true formulas can be provable in Si.

Lemma 5. For every primitive recursive predicate R(ai, ■ ■ ■ , ak) of exactly
the variables exhibited, there exists a formula R(ai, • • • , ak) containing exactly
the free variables exhibited, and such that, for natural numbers «i, • • • , nk,
if R(ni, ■ ■ ■ , nk), then R(nj, • • • , nk) is provable in Si, and if R(ni, • • ■ , nk),
then 7R(n!, ■ • • , nk) is provable in Si. Furthermore, there exists a partial recursive function \xi • ■ ■xkp(xi, • • • , Xk) such that p(«i, • • • , nk) realizes
R(rii, • • • , nk) if that formula is realizable.
The proof of this lemma

is given in §4 (Part

Corollary 9.1.
(') For example [15, §4, Plans C-E].
(8) For example [15, §4, Plans A and B].

II), where it is stated

as
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Lemma 6. If R(ai, • • • , ak) is the formula which corresponds to the recursive predicate R(au - • ■ , ak) by Lemma 5, then R(nh • ■ • , nk) is realizable if

and only if R(ni, ■ • ■, nk).
Since F(oi, • • • , ak) is general recursive, there exists an effective decision
procedure for any set of arguments Mi, • • • ,nk; thus we have R(ni, • • • , nk)
or F(«i, • • • , m*). If R(iii, • • • , nk) is realizable, then 7R(/ii, • • • , nk) is
not realizable, therefore, by Corollary 1.1, not provable, and we have from
Lemma5not
R(m, ■ • • ,nk),thusR(ni,
• • -, nk). Conversely,ifF(«i,
• • -,«*),
then by Lemma 5 and Corollary 1.1 the formula R(ni, • • • , nk) is realizable.
For any formal symbolism containing the formulas T(c, a, b), E(a, b, c)
and U(a, c) which represent the intuitive predicates, and have the two properties (1) and (2), we have the following theorem. The theorem will also hold
for definitions of a®A using an expression for the function U(a) instead of
for the predicate 77(a) =c, the only difference in the proof for this situation
being that, where applications
of the properties (1) and (2) to U(a, c) are
made, Lemma 2 should instead be applied to interchange U(n)®A with zn®A

where m= U(n).
Theorem

2. If the formula A does not contain the free variable a, the formu-

las a®AZ)A and AD3x(x®A)

are realizable.

Assume that A contains exactly the free variables ai, • • • , ak, and that
A(b) contains the additional free variable b, and, in addition, that the free
variables occur in the order ai, • • • , ak in the formulas A and VxA(x).
To prove the theorem, we first demonstrate
by induction on the number of
logical symbols in A the following : For every a, if m realizes a®A*, then a realizes A*. For each formula A, there exists a partial recursive function \xp(x),
such that if a realizes A* then E2(a, p(a)) realizes 3x(x®A*).
After this fact has been established, the proof of the theorem will be completed by application of the corollary to Lemma 4.
(i) For the two cases of the basis, let A* be an elementary formula. Then
a®A* has the form a = 0 & A*. If the number m realizes a = 0 & A*, then a = 0

and A* is realized by a.
For the second part of the basis, suppose that o realizes A*. Then o = 0 and
3x(x = 0 &A*) is realized by £3(o, 0, 0) =E2(a, 1(a)).
(ii) Let A be of the form B & C. Suppose for the first part of the case that
m realizes cf®(B* & C) ; this formula has the form 3x3y(E(x,
y, d) & x®B*
& y®C*), and the number m must be of the form E6(b, c, e, g, h), where e
realizes E(b, c, d), g realizes 6®B* and h realizes c®C*. Since the number e
realizes E(b, c, d), which represents the recursive relation 2b-3" = d, we have
by (1), 2b-3c = d. Applying the induction hypothesis,
b realizes B* and c real-

izes C*. Thus d realizes B* & C*.
For the second part of this case, suppose

that

d realizes

B* & C*, then
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d = 2b-3c, where b realizes B* and c realizes C*. By the induction hypothesis,
the formula 3x(x®B*)
is realized by E2(b, 4>(b)), where <p(b) realizes 6®B*,
and 3y(y®C*)
is realized by 7¿2(c, <r(c)), where a(c) realizes c®C*. Thus the

formula 3z(z®(B*

& C*)), which has the form 3z3x3y(E(x,

y, z) & x®B*

& y®C*), is realized by the number Eo(2b-3c, b, c, e(b, c, 2b-3c), <p(b), <r(c)),
where, by (2), e(k, I, m) is a realization of K(k, 1, m) in case the latter is realizable, and where 2b-3c = d, b = (d)o, and c=(d)\.
Finally we note that, for every

j>2,

TL}(xi,x2, • • • , x,)=E2(xi,

Ej-i(x2, • • • , Xj)). This fact will be utilized

at several points below in this demonstration.
(iii) Let A be of the form BVC. For the first part of this case, suppose

that

m realizes d®(B*VC*). This formula has the form 3x(E(0, x, d) & x®B*)
V3y(E(l, y, d) & y®C*), so that m must be of the form E\(j, g, e, h), where
either 7 = 0, e realizes E(0, g, d), and h realizes ¿®B*, or else j=i,
E(l, g, d), and h realizes ¿®C*. In the former case, by the induction
sis, g realizes B*, and by (1), d = 2a-3°. In the latter case, similarly,

e realizes
hypotheg realizes

C*andd = 21-3". Thus d = 2'-3" realizes B*VC*.
Let us assume, for the second part of the case, that d realizes B*VC*;
then d = 2'-3", where j = 0 and g realizes B*, or 7 = 1 and g realizes C*. Thus
either j = 0 and some 0(g) =d>((d)i) realizes ¿®B*, or j = l and some
ff(g) — ff((d)x) realizes
¿®C*.
In either
case, using
(2), the number
Ei(j, g, e(j, g, d),ß(j) -<p(g)+j<r(g)) realizes the formula 3x(E(0, x, cr)&x®B*)

V3y(E(l,
V3y(E(l,

y, d) & y®C*). Thus the formula 3z(3x(E(0,
y, z) & y®C*)) is realized by the number

x, z) & x®B*)

E6(d, (d)0, (d)x, e((d)o, (d)x, d), ß((d)0)-<b((d)i)+(d)0-cr((d)i)).
(iv) Let A be of the
realizes a formula
of
& v®C*))). We wish,
must be such that if I

3y(T(d,

form B D C. For the first part of this case, assume that m
the form Vx(x®B*D3y(T(d,
x, y) & 3v(U(y,
v)
then, to show that d realizes B*DC*. The number m
realizes b®B*, then, by Lemma 3, i>?(w, b, I) realizes

b, y) & 3v(U(y,

v) & v®C*)).

Now, suppose that b realizes B*.

The induction hypothesis states that there exists a partial recursive function
\x<p(x) such that 4>(b) realizes ô®B*; thus $[(m, b, 4>(b)) realizes the formula
which was realized by $\(m, b, I). Furthermore,
$?(«7, b, 4>(b)) must be of the
form Eb(p, t, c, u, g), where t realizes T(<i, b, p), where u realizes U(p, c),
and where g realizes c®C*. By the induction hypothesis c realizes C* since g
realizes c®C*. But if t realizes T(d, b, p) and u realizes U(p, c), then by (1)
both Ti(d, b, p) and U(p) =c must be true; thus Ti(d, b, p) and U(p) realizes
C*. Since, for every b which realizes B*, there exists a p such that this last
relation holds, we have demonstrated
that d realizes B*DC*.
For the second part of the case, let us suppose, recalling the induction
hypothesis,
that if C* is realized by c, then c®C* is realized by 4>(c). Now,
suppose that d realizes B*DC* and that g realizes ib®B*. Then by the induction hypothesis, b realizes B*. Furthermore,
if p.wTi(d, b,w)=p
and U(p)=c,
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then Fi(á, b, p) holds and c realizes C*. Thus r(d, b, p) realizes T(d, b, p),
v(p, c) realizes

U(p,

c), and, by the induction

hypothesis,

<j>(U(p)) realizes

c®C*. Hence 3z(T(d,
b, z) & 3v(U(z,
v) & v®C*)) is realized by
E6(p, r(d, b, p), U(p), v(p, U(p)), <t>(U(p))). Let/ be the number which defines the function UbgU¡(g, E6(p, r(d, b, p), U(p), v(p, U(p)), <p(U(p)))),
where p abbrevates p.wTi(d, b, w) ; then $2(S\(f, d),b, g) realizes 3z(T(d,
b, z)
& 3v(U(z, v) & v®C*)). We now apply Lemma 4 to show that if d realizes

B*DC*, then E2(d, S2(S\(f, d))) realizes 3xVy(y®B*D3z(T(x,

y, z)

& 3v(U(z, v) & v®C*))).
(v) Since the formula f>®7B* is the same as the formula ¿>®(B*D1 =0)
and b realizes 7B* if and only if b realizes B*31 =0, this case is a particular
example of the preceding one.
(vi) Let A be of the form 3x C(x). For the first part of the case, let us assume that m realizes c®(3xC(x))*,
which has the form 3y3z(E(y,
z, c) &
z®(C(y))*). The number m is of the form F4(w, p, e(n, p, c), q). Since e(n, p, c)
realizes E(n, p, c), we have c = 2n -3P; and by the induction hypothesis, since q
realizes p®(C(n))*,
p realizes (C(n))*; and c realizes 3x(C(x))*.
For the second part of this case, suppose that c realizes 3x(C(x))*;
then
c is of the form 2n-3p and p realizes (C(n))*. The induction hypothesis
assures that there is a partial recursive function \x$(x) such that if p realizes
(C(n))*, then <p(p) realizes p®(C(n))*.
Thus if c realizes 3x(C(x))*, the for-

mula 3w3y3z(E(y,
z, w) & z®(C(y))*)
e((c)o, (c)i, c), <b((c)i)).

is realized

by Eb(c, (c)0, (c)i,

(vu)- Let A be of the form VxC(x). For the first part of the case, assume
that m realizes c®Vx(C(x))*,
then m realizes Vx3y(T(c,
x, y) & 3v(U(y,
v)
& v®(C(x))*)).
Then for every n, the number 3>i(wi, n) has the form
7¿5(wi, n2, n3, ni, n¡) where n2 realizes T(c, n, nx), where «4 realizes U(ni, n3),
and «6 realizes n3®(C(n))*. Thus by (1) we have Fi(c, n, »0 and U(ni) =n3,
and by the induction hypothesis U(ni) realizes (C(n))*. Since this is the case
for every n, the number c defines a general recursive function and realizes

Vx(C(x))*.
For the second part of the case, let us assume from the induction hypothesis that if h realizes (C(n))*, then <p(h) realizes h®(C(n))*.
Now suppose that
c realizes Vx(C(x))*. If p=p.wTi(c, n, w) and U(p)=h,
then Tx(c, n, p) and
h realizes (C(n))*. Furthermore,
t(c, n, p) realizes T(c, n, p), v(p, U(p))
realizes U(p, h), and #(U(p))
realizes h®(C(n))*.
Hence, the formula

3y(T(c, n, y) & 3v(U(y, v) & v®(C(n))*)) is realized by E„(p, t(c, n, p),
U(p),v(p, U(p)),<p(U(p))). Let /define the function \cnE6(p,r(c, n, p), U(p),
v(p, U(p)),4>(U(p))),
where p abbreviates
p.wTi(c, n, w). Then <i>i(S}(/, c), n)
= i>2(/, c, n). Now we apply Lemma 4 and obtain finally the result that

Ef,(c, Si(S\(f, c))) realizes the formula
3zVx3y(T(z,

x, y) & 3v(U(y, v) & v®(C(x))*)).
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Now we have shown that if m realizes a®A*, then A* is realized by a. To
obtain the first part of the theorem, let us assume that the order of occurrence
of free variables in the formula a®A is ai, • • • , ay, a, ay+i, • • • , a*. Then applying the corollary to Lemma 4 to the function X«i • • .«yflwy+i • • -nkmU\(a),
we obtain the result that a®ADA is realizable.
Also we have shown that for each A there exists some partial recursive
function \xp(x), such that if a realizes A*, the number E2(a, p(a)) realizes
3x(x®A*). Again we apply the corollary to Lemma 4, this time to the function X«i • • • nkaEi(a, p(a)), and obtain the second part of the theorem.

Corollary.

Any formula of the form AD3x(x®A)

or of the form 3x(x®A)

DA is realizable.
From the theorem we have the realizability of a®ADA. Since the free
variable a does not occur in A, the formula 3x(x®A)DA
is deducible by an
application of Rule 12 from a®ADA; and the desired result is obtained from

Theorem 1.

Part II
To consider additional problems concerning the formulas a®A, which represent the realizability predicate, we must formalize a portion of the theory
of recursive functions.
Péter has observed that every primitive recursive function may be defined by recursion equations containing at most two variables and substitution schemata [16, pp. 619-620]. In the present part of the work we shall
take this observation
as a point of departure to establish a normal form for
equations defining primitive recursive functions of two variables. We shall
show, then, that in a class of formal systems of recursive number theory
primitive recursive functions including course-of-value
recursions may be expressed in terms of these normal recursive functions.
In the following work, the formal expression A = B will be understood as

an abbreviation for the formula ADB & BDA.
3. Intuitionistic systems of recursive number theory. For the remaining
work, intuitionistic
systems of recursive number theory, ©, are characterized
as follows: a system © contains in addition to the terms of Si, terms of the
form f(ti, • • ■ , tk), where tj, • • • , t» are terms and f is a function symbol or
functor; and in addition to the axioms of Si, the schema for equality 23 ; and
for each functor f of @, a set of axioms of the form specified by (a), (b), or (c)
below, which are said to define f. The symbol f does not occur in any defining
equation preceding its own in the list of axioms. We say that a functor f
depends on a functor g, in case g appears in the defining equations of f, or in
case there exists an h which depends on g and f depends on h.
We shall agree in the following work to use the same functor in different
systems only if the defining equations are the same; thus a system © con-
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taining all the theorems of a number of systems will be obtained by choosing
as axioms for © the set-theoretic
sum of the axioms of all the systems.
Of the various forms of equations which describe primitive recursive functions, we shall consider three types.
(a) A functor f is said to be normal recursive in case it is one of p%,v2, v3,
or vi which have defining equations
(i)
Pi(a, b) = 0 (the constant function),
(ii)
v2(a, b) = a' (the successor function),
(iiia)
v3(a, b) = a and

(iiib)

Vi(a, b) = b (the identity functions),

or if its defining equations are of the form (1) or (2) where fi, f2, f3 are normal
functors defined by axioms preceding the ones for f :

(1)

f(a, b) = f3(fi(a, b), f2(a, b)),

(2)

f(0,b) -fxCO.b),
f(a', b) = f3(f(a, b), f2(a, b)).

(b) A function f is said to be primitive recursive,
in sense (b), if it is one of those appearing in (i)-(iii):

(i)

S (a) = a',

(ii)

0(a) = 0,

(iii)

Ui(ai, • • • , a„) = a<

(for positive natural

or primitive

recursive

numbers i and », i^n),

or if its defining equations are of the form of (1) or (2) where the f¿ are primitive recursive functors defined by preceding axioms, where a abbreviates
ai, • • • , ak:

(1)

(2)

f(o) = fi(f2(a), • • • , f„(a)),

f(0, a) = fi(a),
f(a', a) = f2(f(a, a), a, a),

or, for a numeral n,

f(0) = n,
f(a') = f2(f(a), a).
.(c) A functor f is said to be a course-of-values
defining equations are of the form

functor

[16, p. 620] if its

f(0, a) = fi(a),
f(a', a) = f,(f(ti, a), • • • , f(t„, a), a, a),
or of the form (b) (1), where the f< are functors of type (b) or (c), and the
system © in which f appears contains a formula a<b such that 8.2 through
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8.5 of Lemma 10 below are provable, and t< is a term of © containing
variables a, o such that the formulas

U < a',
are provable in ©.
For the statement of several lemmas concerning
three types of functors, we introduce the notion of
or functor by another functor in a system @.
(1) A functor f of « variables and of type (a),
by a functor g of type (b) in a system © in case the

only the

¿ = 1, • • • , «,
the relations
representation

among the
of a term

(b), or (c) is represented
formula

f(ai, • • • , an) = g(ai, • • ■ , a„)

is provable in ©.
(2) For representation

of a functor f of « variables and of type (a), (b),
or (c) by a functor g of type (a), we must distinguish cases (i), (ii), and (iii)
for « = 1, « = 2, and w>2 respectively. The normal functor g represents the
functor f in © in case
(i)

f(ai) = g(ai, a2),

(ii)

f(ai, a2) = g(ai, a2),

or
(iii)

f(ai, a2, • • • , a„) = g(ai( {a2, • • • , a„})

is provable in ©, where {a2, • • • , a„} is a term which represents a product of
powers of successive primes with respective
exponents
represented
by

a2, • • • , a„, cf. §5 below.
It will also be convenient to refer to the representation
of a general term
by a functor. Let the free variables in order of appearance in a term t be exactly ai, • • • , ar, then, if in (1) and (2) above, we replace f(ai, • • • , a»),
f(ai), f(ai, a2) by t, we obtain a definition for the representation
of a term t
by a functor g of type (b) or (a) in a formal system ©.
If t is represented by a functor g of type (a) or (b), then there also exists a
functor g' of the same type as g which represents the term U\%\(an, • ■ .,a„t,t),
where k^n and a,,, • • • , a,k is any permutation
of ai, • • • , a„ and possibly
additional
variables. Then g'(an, • ■ • , ari)=t
is provable in the system ©
of the latter representation.

Lemma 7. Every term formed by composition from terms containing no functors except type (h) functors is represented by a type (b) functor in some ©.
The demonstration
is a trivial one, effected by the addition
Schema (b) (1) which are constructed by successive application

tors U?.

of axioms of
of the func-
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By this lemma and the remark immediately
preceding, if in (b) (1) the
right member is replaced by any term containing no other than type (b)
functors and no other than the variables shown, or if in (b) (2), fi(a) and
f2(c, a, a) (or for the second case, f2(c, a)) are so replaced, the resulting formula
or pair of formulas is provable for some type (b) functor f in an appropriate
system ©.

Lemma 8. If every functor appearing in a term t is a functor of one or of two
variables which is represented by a normal functor, and if t contains only one or
two variables, then t is represented by a normal functor in some system ©.
The demonstration
is again a trivial one, effected this time by addition
of axioms of Schema (a) (1) which are constructed by successive applications
of the normal identity functors v3 and vt and the representing functors whose
existence is guaranteed by the hypothesis of the lemma.

4. An equivalence between any system © and Sx. Gödel has shown that
for every formula A of a system of classical number theory, there exists a
corresponding
formula A' of a system of intuitionistic
number theory, such
that if A is provable in the former, then A' is provable in the latter [6]. This
result, however, is for the intuitionistic
formalization
of arithmetic of Heyting [9], from which ours differs principally in the introduction
of numerals
and the absence of a formalization
of the substitution
operation. Nevertheless, it is easily seen that Gödel's treatment
affords a demonstration
of an
equivalence between any © and a classical system S which differs from ©
only in having Schema 8 replaced by the schema 7 7A~)A. Under this correspondence of S to ©, we shall let Ci correspond to Si, and so on.
We define the formula A' in the following manner: (1) If A is an elementary formula, A' is A. (2) For every A of one of the forms: 7B, B & C,

BDC, BVC, Vx B(x), 3x B(x) ; A' is defined as: 7B', B' & C, 7(B' & 7C),
7(7B'
B'(x)

& 7C),

Vx B'(x), 7Vx 7B'(x),

is the result of substituting

where (B(a))' is written B'(a) and

a variable

x not occurring

in B(a) for a

in B'(a).
Lemma 9. If A is provable in any classical system S, then A' is provable in
the corresponding intuitionistic system ©.
We observe first that the formula

a=bV7a=b
is provable

in Si and thus is provable

in every

©. Then the demonstration

may be completed by the method of Gödel.
Corollary
9.1. For every primitive recursive predicate R(ai, • • • , ak) of
exactly the variables exhibited, there exists a formula R(ai, • • • , ak) containing
exactly the free variables exhibited, and such that, for natural numbers m, ■ ■ ■, nk,

if R(ni, ■ ■ ■ , nk), then R(ni, • ■ • ,nk) is provable in Si, and if R(nu ■ • ■ ,nk),
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then 7R(nx, • • ■ , nk) is provable in Si. Furthermore,
there exists a partial
recursive function Xxi • • • xkp(xi, • ■ ■ , xk) such that p(«i, • •■• , nk) realizes
R(r»i, • • • , rik) if that formula is realizable.
For every primitive recursive predicate R(xi, • • ■ , Xk) there exists a system of classical number theory S containing a functor f such that according
as i?(»i, • • • , «t) or R(ni, • • ■ , nk), the formula f(«i, ■ • • , n*)=0 or the
formula 7f(ni, • • • , ji*)=0 is provable in Ë. Furthermore,
by the HilbertBernays result on the elimination
of the t-symbol [10, vol. 1, pp. 457 ff. ],
there exists a formula R(ai, • • • , a&) of Ci containing just the free variables
indicated, and such that according as Z?(«i, • • • , «*,) or i?(«i, • • • , «*),
either R(ni, • • • , nk) or 7R(ni, • • • , n*) is provable in Ci; thus either
R'(ni, • • • , nk) or (7R(rii,
• • • , nk))' is provable
in Si. Noting that
7R'(ni,
• ■ • , rik) is the same formula as (7R(ni,
• • • , rik))', we have the
first part of the corollary with R'(ai, • • • , a*) chosen for the formula
R(ai, • • • , ak) mentioned in the statement of the corollary.
In addition we note that the formula f(ai, • • • , a*)=0=-R(ai,
• • • , a¡0
is provable in E, and thus (f(ai, • • • , a¡0=0=.R(ai,
• • • , a*))' is provable
in ©. Applying Hilfssatz 2 of Gödel's work, we obtain the provability in ©

of f(ai, • • • , a*)=0 = R'(ai, • • • , ak). From Corollary 1.1, f(ai, • • • , a*)=0
= R'(ai, • • -, a*) is realizable, suppose by the number r. Then R'(ni, • ■ • ,nk)
is realizable if and only if f(rii, • • • , n*)=0 is realizable.
By Lemma 3, if
R'(m, • ■ ■, nk) is realizable, it is realized by 4>î+1((r)o, «i, ■ • • , nk, 0). Thus
the partial recursive function Xxi • • • xk^\+x((r)o, *i, • • • , Xk, 0) may be
chosen for Xxi • • • xkp(xi, ■ • • , xk).

Corollary
9.2. If D is a formula which contains no quantifiers and D is
provable in any classical system S, then D is also provable in the corresponding
intuitionistic system ©.
First, for a formula D containing no quantifiers, it may be shown by induction on the number of logical symbols in D that DV 7D is provable in ©.
Using this result, again by induction, we may show that for every D containing no quantifiers the formula D' = D is provable in ©. These two demonstrations are straightforward
and follow easily from familiar rules for the intuitionistic predicate
calculus(9).
Application
of the lemma completes
the
demonstration.
5. The system S2. Now, we shall consider a fundamental
system of intuitionistic number theory £2, which will contain additional
functors to those
of Si. To avoid tedious detail in construction of formal proofs for fundamental
formulas of number theory, we utilize the work of Hilbert-Bernays
[lO, vol. 1,
(') [8, 4]. The reader is referred to these papers for a discussion of the intuitionistic predicate calculus. Details concerning the provability of certain formulas will be required for the

following work.
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pp. 286-382 ] in a formal system of classical number theory and apply Corollary 9.2 to obtain the provability of the formulas in an intuitionistic
system.
The system S2 has the following groups of axioms:

(1) The axioms of Si.
(2) Axioms of the form of Schema 23.
(3) Axioms which define the functors of type (b) which appear in the
formulas 1.0 through 10.11 in Lemma 10 and axioms for the additional functors upon which these functors depend.
(4) Axioms for normal functors which represent the functors of type (b)
appearing in formulas 1.0 through 10.11 and axioms for functors upon which
these normal functors depend (axioms for V\, • • • , Pt included).
In Lemma 10 we shall collect for convenient reference the fundamental
number-theoretic
formulas required for later work.
In the system S2, the term abbreviated
ab corresponds to the intuitive
function a6. The formula 7S(b, a)=0, abbreviated a<b, corresponds to the
intuitive relation a<b. The term ir(a) corresponds to the prime number function; the formula ir(jn) = k is provable when k is the (« + l)th prime number.
The term abbreviated
(a)b corresponds to the function (o)&, cf. §1, list of
recursive functions (g) ; the formula (m)„ = k is provable when k is the exponent of the (w + l)th prime number in a factorization
of m into a product of
powers of distinct primes. The expression {ao, • • • , a„| is used to abbreviate
the term

ir(0)a».ir(/i)a».

Lemma 10. There exists a formal system S2 having the properties just described and in which formulas 1.0 through 10.11 (below) are provable and in
which each of the functors appearing in these formulas is represented by a normal
recursive functor.
For each of the formulas 1.0 through 10.11, either there appears a proof
in the classical system of number theory of Hilbert-Bernays
or else a proof
may easily be constructed for the formula from the results found there. (The
reader should note differences in notation for certain of the functions mentioned in the paragraph preceding Lemma 10.) Corollary 9.2 assures the existence of a formal system of intuitionistic
number theory in which the formulas
1.0 through 10.10 are provable. Also Lemma 7 and the accompanying remarks
are involved. The provability of 10.11 in a suitable intuitionistic
system fol-

lows from Corollary 11.1 below.
The fact that each of the functors that appears in these formulas is represented by a normal functor is easily verified by direct construction
for the
functors in 1.1—9.9. The remaining functors may be defined by additional
recursion equations including ones of the following forms:

(i)

¿ f(x) = f(0),

£ fix) =(£

x_0

x-0

\ x-0

i(x)) + f(a').
*

/
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fi fw = ( n fooYfiao.

x-O

\ sc-0

/

That such functors may be represented by normal functors
tem may easily be shown by an induction proof.

1.0.
1.1.
1.2.
1.3.
1.4.
1.5.
1.6.

a = bV7a = b.
a + (b+c) = (a+b)+c.
a+b = b+a.
a-(b-c) = (a-b)-c.
a-b = ba.
a-(b+c) = (a-b) + (a-c).
la = a.

1.7. a-b = 0=a = 0Vb = 0.
1.8.
2.1.
2.2.
2.3.
3.1.
3.2.
3.3.

a+b = 0=-a = 0&b = 0.
a(0)=0.
a(a') = l.

3.4.
4.1.
4.2.
5.1.
5.2.
6.1.
6.2.
7.1.

/3(a)-b = 0=-(a = 0Db = 0).
5(0) =0.

7.2.

ba' = bab.

8.1.
8.2.
8.3.
8.4.
8.5.
8.6.
8.7.
8.8.
8.9.
8.10.
8.11.
9.1.
9.2.
9.3.

a<b=7S(b,
a)=0.
7a <a.
a<a'.
a<b>'=bVa'<b.
a<b&b<cDa<c.
a<bVb<aVa
= b.
7a<0.
a<bD7a = b.
a'<bDa<b.
a<b=-a+c<b+c.
7c = 0D(a<b = ca<cb).
a<b=a<bVa
= b.
a^0Da = 0.
agbDagb'.

a(a)=0=-a

= 0.

j8(0)= l.
/3(a')=0.
/3(a) =0= 7a = 0.
S(a')=a.

5(b, 0)=b.
5(b, a') = S(6(b, a)).
e(a, b) = 5(a, b) + 5(b, a).
e(a, b)=0=a = b.

b° = l.

in a suitable

sys-
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9.4.
9.5.
9.6.
9.7.

aáb'=aábVa
a^cD7c'=a.
a^b=a<b'.
a<b=7b^a.
9.8. a'^bDa^b.
9.9. 0<a'.
10.1.
10.2.
10.3.
10.4.
10.5.
10.6.

[March

= b'.

(0)a = 0.
(l)a = 0.
((x(a))b). = b.
7a=bD((7r(a))°)b = 0.
7a-b=OD(a-b)0
= (a)0+(b)c.
7a = 0D(a)b<a.

10.7.

k^n~)\ao,

10.8.
10.9.
10.10.
10.11.

/i<JO ja0, • • • , a„}* = 0.
7(ir(a))b = 0.
a<cD(a)c = 0.
a^b&Vx(xSbD(a)x
= (b)x)Da = b.

• • • , an}k = ak.

6. Formulas of Class T. The formulas of the predicate calculus which contain only bounded quantifiers are known to represent recursive relations ( [5 ;
10, vol. 1, pp. 310 ff. ]); to aid our formalization
of intuitionistic
number
theory we introduce the following definition.
A formula A of a system © is said to be a formula of Class T in case :
(1) A is an elementary formula.

(2) B and C are of Class T, and A is 7B, BVC, B & C, or BDC.
(3) B(a) is of Class T and A is Vx(xgbDB(x)),

or 3x(x^b

& B(x)). (The

symbol ^ may be replaced by <.)
Lemma 11.7/ A(ai, • ■ • , ak) is a formula of Class T containing exactly
the free variables exhibited, there exists a system £ containing a functor f such
that in X the formula f(ai, • ■ • , ak) =0=A(ai,
■ • ■ , ak) is provable.
The proof of this lemma is essentially that outlined in Hilbert-Bernays,
vol. 1, pp. 310-315, for the system of classical number theory.
It is proved by induction on the number of logical symbols in A (ai, • • -,ak).
If this is an elementary formula, then it is of the form p = q, where p and q
are terms. Formula 6.2 of Lemma 10 gives us the provability of
e(p, q) = 0 = p = q.
This affords a basis for an induction
Assume that the formulas :

t-0«B,
are provable

proof of the lemma.

s = 0 = C,

in some ©. Then using 3.3, 1.7, 1.8 and 3.4 of Lemma

have the following :

10, we
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ß(t) =0=7B,
ts = 0 = B V C,
t + s = 0 = B & C,

/3(t)-s = 0= BD C
For the forms containing

bounded

quantifiers,

assume that the formula

t(a) = 0 = A(a)
is provable in some ©. Using 9.4 and rules of the predicate
lowing are provable :

calculus the fol-

Vx(x = a' D A(x)) m Vx(x g a D A(x)) & A(a'),

3x(x = a' & A(x)) m 3x(x ga&
Then, by the defining equations
Lemma 10, and by application
tain the basis, we have :

A(x)) V A(a').

forX)x-ot(x)
andIJ*_0t(x)
as given following
of the induction schema 13, using 9.2 to ob-

¿ t(x) = 0 = Vx(x á a D A(x)),
x-0
a

II t(x) = 0 m 3x(x = a & A(x)).
x-0

For the case concerning the similar formulas which contain <, we observe that using formulas from Lemma 10 and the predicate calculus, the
following formulas are provable :

Vx(x < a D A(x)) = a = 0 V Vx(x á 5(a) D A(x)),
Vx(x < a & A(x)) = 7 a = 0 & 3x(x g 5(a) & A(x)).
Corollary
11.1. If a formula A of Class V is provable in a classical system S, then there exists an intuitionistic system X in which A is also provable.

By the work of Hilbert-Bernays

[10, vol. 1, pp. 310 ff. ], for suitable choice

of t, the formula t = 0=A is provable in some classical system X), which may
be taken to include E. Let X be the intuitionistic
system corresponding to X).
By a comparison of the work of Hilbert-Bernays
and the proof of Lemma 11,

it follows that t = 0="A is also provable in X. By Corollary 9.2, if t = 0 is
provable in S, it is also provable in X- If A is provable in ®, hence in X),
then t = 0 is provable in 3), and hence in X, and finally A is provable in X.

Corollary

11.2. For every formula A of Class T, there exists a system X

such that in X the formula AV 7A is provable.
Lemma 12. For every formula A(a) of Class T in ©, there exists a X in which
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theformula

A(a) D 3x(A(x) & Vy(A(y) D x g y))
is provable.
This is the least number principle, and the proof given by Hubert and
Bernays may be used in a system containing S2 [10, vol. 1, pp. 283 ff.], the
only addition required, excepting changes in notation, being the observation that in some system X the formula 3x(A(x)&x<a)
V73x(A(x)
&x<a)
is provable. This follows immediately
from Corollary 11.2.

7. Reduction

to normal recursion.

senting any recursive

functor

We now consider the problem of repre-

by a normal recursive

one.

Lemma 13. For every type (c) functor i of a system ©, there exists a system X
containing a type (b) functor f such that the formula f(a, a) =f'(a, a) is prov-

able in X.
The proof is a formalization of that given by Péter [16, p. 620 ], and proceeds by induction on the number of applications of Schema (c) which are
not applications of Schema (b) (2) in the definition of f. The basis is trivial,
for if f is defined without any such application of Schema (c), then f is a type
(b) functor as well as a type (c) functor.
For the induction step, assume that the axioms defining f are

f(0, o) = g(o),
f(a', a) = h(f(ti(a, a), a), • • • , f(t„(a, a), a), a, a);
that for * = 1, • • • , n, U(a, a) <a' is provable in X; and that there exist
type (b) recursive functors g', h', and t/ such that the formulas g(a) =g'(a),
h(ci, • • • , c„, a, a)=h'(ci,
• • • , c„, a, a), and ti(a, a)=t/(a,
a) are provable
in ©.
Then by Lemma 7 there exist type (b) functors p, q, and f ' such that in a
system obtained from © by adjunction of the requisite axioms the following
formulas are provable :

(i)

(ii)

p(a, a, d) = h'((d)t;Ca, «, • • • , (d)ú.,a)

q(0, a) = *(0)*'<*\

(iii)

q(a', a) = q(a, a) •ir(a')p("' «■q(a'a)).

(iv)

f'(a, a) = (q(a, a))..
We shall now show that

(v)

the formula

c < a D (q(c, a)). = 0

is provable in the enlarged system X'. This is established by application of
Schema 13, induction on c, as follows. From (ii), and 8.8 and 10.4 from Lemma
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10, we have 0<aD(q(0,
a))a = 0, which is the basis formula
proof. By 8.9, if A abbreviates the formula (v), we have

for the induction

A D (c' < a D (q(c, a)). = 0).
Thence, using (iii), and applying 10.5 (using 10.9, (ii), (iii) and Schema 13 to
obtain the premise), 8.8, 10.4, Schema 23, and the propositional
calculus, we

have

AD(c'

< a D (q(c', a))a = 0),

which is the formula for the induction step. The application of Schema 13 is
now made, completing the demonstration
that (v) is provable.
We shall next show, again by application of Schema 13, induction on c,

that the formula
(vi)

Vx(x ^ c D f'(x, a) = (q(c, a))x & f(x, a) = f'(x, a))

is provable in the enlarged system X'.
From (ii), (iv), and the induction hypothesis

of the lemma, and 10.3, it

is easily shown by Schema 23 that f'(0, a) = (q(0, a))0 & f(0, a)=f'(0,
provable. Then from 9.2, by means of Schema
we have the basis formula

23 and the predicate

a) is

calculus,

Vx(x g 0 D f'(x, a) = (q(0, a)), & f(x, a) = f'(x, a))
for the induction proof of (vi).
To obtain the formula for the induction

step, we start by noting from (ii),

(iii), (v), 8.3, 10.3, and 10.5 that
(q(c', a))„' = p(c, a, q(c, a))
is provable. Thence, using (i), 9.6, and Schema 23, noting that t¿(c, a) <c'
and ti(a, ct)=ti(a, a) are provable, and using B to abbreviate
(vi), we have
BD(q(c', a))0- = h'(f'(t1(c, a), a), • • • , f'(tn(c, a), a), c, a) & f(ti(c, a), a)
= f'(ti(c, a), a) & ■ ■ ■& f(t„(c, o), a)=f'(t„(c,
a), a). From this, (iv), and
the formula for h' in the induction hypothesis for the lemma and Schema 23,
we have

B D f'(c', a) = (q(c', o)).. & f(c', a) = f'(c\ a).
If we apply Schema 23, this gives

B D (a = c' D f'(a, a) = (q(c', a)). & f(a, a) = f'(a, a)).
If we use 9.5, (ii), (iii), 10.4 and 10.5, the formulaa ^cD(q(c',
is provable,

a))»=(q(c,

a))ft

and the following is also provable :

B D (a g c D f'(a, a) = (q(c', a)), & f(a, a) = f'(a, a)).
Using 9.4 to combine the last two displayed

we have finally

formulas,

and applying

Schema 9,
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í'(x, a) = (q(c', a)), & f(x, a) = f'(x, a)),

which is the formula for the induction step for the proof of (vi) by Schema
13. This completes our demonstration
that (vi) is provable in X'.
Now a^a is provable, and using this in (vi) we have the provability of

f(a, o)=f'(a,

a) in %'.

Lemma 14. For every type (b) functor i of any © there exists a X containing
a normal functor f such that in X, either f(a)=f'(a,
b), f(a, b)=f'(a,
b), or
f(a, u)=f'(a,
{a}) is provable, according as the functor f takes 1, 2, or more
than 2 arguments.
The lemma is proved by induction

on the number of functors upon which f

depends.
For the basis, we have a representation
for 0(a) by i>i(a, b) and for S(a),
by »»¡¡(a,b). The terms Ul(a) and Ui(a, b) are both represented by v3(a, b),
U^ia, b) is represented by vi(a, b). For a natural number k>2, UÎ(ai, • • •, a*)
is represented by j»g(ai, {a2, • • • , a*}). Lemmas 8 and 10 together assure
that there exists a system X, containing a normal ii, such that in X, i i (a, b)
= (vt(a, b))»(i) is provable. In this system for i>2, f/ (ai, {a2, • • • , ak}) represents Uî(ai, • • • ,ak).

If the functor f is defined by a formula

f(o) = g(hi(a), • • • , h„(a)),
where a is ai, • • • , ak, we must consider subcases according as k and n take
values 1, 2, and values greater than 2. For the case of both greater than 2,
the induction hypothesis assures that there exist normal functors g' and h<
in some X, such that in that system we have the provability of

g(bi, • • • , b„) = g'(bi, {b2, • • • , b„}),
h,(ai, • • • , a*) = h,' (ai, {a2, • • • , a*}).
Then by Lemma 8 and Lemma 10, there exists a X containing a functor F
which represents the term g'(hi':(c, d), {h2:(c, d), • • • , h„'(c, d)}), and in
that system f(ai, ■ • • , a*)=f'(ai,
{a2, • • • , a*}) is provable.
The other cases for the substitution
schema which are not already covvered by Lemma 8 follow in a similar manner.

If f is defined by formulas

f(0, a) = g(a),
f(a', a) = h(f(a, a), a, a),
again we must consider subcases according as a abbreviates
a sequence of
1, 2, or more than 2 variables. For the case for more than 2 variables, the induction hypothesis gives the provability in some X of
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{a2, ■ • • , a*}),

h(c, a, ai, • • • , a*) = h'(c, {a, ai, • • • , a*}).

Then by Lemma 8 and Lemma 10, the term j'4(d,g'((b)o, {(b)i, • • •, (b)j(*)}))
is represented

by a normal g" in some Xi, such that in Xi

g(u) = g"(0, {a})
is provable.
Then, by the same lemmas, there exists a X2 containing a normal functor
p such that p(a, b) = {a, (b)0, • • • , (b){(*)} is provable in that system.

If we then add the axioms

f'(0, b) = g"(0, b),
f'(a', b) = h'(f'(a, b), p(a, b))
to the set-theoretic
sum of the axioms of Xi and X2, we may show by the
equality schema 23 and Schema 13 that the formula f(a, u)=f'(a,
{a}) is
provable in the system X so formed.
The cases for 1 and 2 variables in the sequence a are similar, as is the case
of the recursion schema in which the variables a do not appear.

Part III
In Part III we continue with the problem of formalizing the theory of recursive functions.
Instead of arithmetizing
the formalization
of recursion equations by
Gödel's method of numbering, as Kleene did in the construction
of his predicates Tk(e, Ci, • • • , ak, b) [11 ; 13], we use a-method based on the normal form
for equations defining primitive recursive functions of two variables which
was given in Part II. These functions can be enumerated in a straightforward
manner. The enumeration
can then be extended, in effect, to the (non-primitive) general and partial recursive functions with the aid of the existential
quantifier.
This treatment
does not supplant
the use of Kleene's predicates
Tk(e, ai, ■ ■ • , ak, b) for the purpose of showing the possibility of representation of arbitrary
general and partial recursive functions
[ll; 13]. It
does afford, for each k, a predicate Rk(e, <h, • • • , ak, b) having properties
similar to Tk(e, Oi, • • • , ak, b), and in terms of which it is much easier to
formalize the theory for any particular general and partial recursive functions.
The following sections contain a formal development of the theory of the
predicates P¡b(e, au ■ ■ ■ , ak, b). To this end, we first introduce a formal system of intuitionistic number theory S3 containing formulas Rt(e,ai, • • • ,ak, b).
Next we demonstrate
an equivalence of formal systems of intuitionistic
number theory containing 53 to 53. Finally we develop an abbreviation
for the
representation
of functions in 53.
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8. The representing predicate. We shall construct a system S3 containing
a functor \p, such that for every normal recursive functor f of a system ©
containing S3 there exists a numeral n, such that the formula 3y ^(n, a, b, c, y)

= 0=f(a, b) =c is provable in ©.
Let us consider the definition of normal recursive functor. We might describe every normal functor as one of the fundamental
symbols' vit where
i = l, • • -, 4, or as the value of one of two syntactical functions S&(fi, f2, f3)
or Rec(ii, f2, f3) which takes functors as arguments and has functors as values. The value of Sb(ii, i2, f3) is the functor which has as its defining equation
an axiom of the form specified by the substitution schema, (a) (1), where fi, f2,
and f3 are previously defined functors. The value of Fec(fi, f2, f3) is the functor
defined by equations of the form of the recursion schema (a) (2).
If we utilize a method of Gödel numbering to assign certain numbers to
the functors v%(i*l,
• • • , 4) and choose suitable number-theoretic
listing
functions to represent Sb and Rec, we can represent every normal recursive
functor by a natural number. Thus we shall establish a one-to-one correspondence between certain natural numbers and recursive functions. This approach
obviates the necessity for arithmetizing
the syntactical concepts of variable,
numeral, and formula to arithmetize
the notion of deduction of a value for a
recursive function.
We continue the intuitive discussion using our formal notation for the
corresponding number-theoretic
functions. Let correspond to the functors vt,
where i=l, • • • , 4, the natural numbers 1, •• -, 4. If the natural numbers «i, n2, n3 correspond to the functors fi, f2, f3, then let correspond to
the value of Sb(h, f2, f3) the natural number {5, «i, n2, n3}, and to the value
of Fec(fi, f2, f3) let correspond {6, tii, n2, n3).
If the number n represents the functor f in the way which we have indicated above, then to a formula

i(m, 1) = k
let correspond a number {«, m, l,k,h\
where A is a deduction number which
we consider next(10).
The deduction number, h, for a formula is defined inductively
with respect to the number n of the functor, with a subsidiary inductive clause in
case the number of the functor corresponds to a value of Rec.
If n represents one of the functors Vi, then h is chosen as 0.
If n represents a value of Sô(fi, f2, f3), then for an equation f(m, T)=k,
there is an equivalent set of equations
fi(m, 1) = Jti,
Suppose

f2(m, /) = k2,

these have the respective

deduction

i3(ki, k2) = k.
numbers

hi, A2, &3l then h is

(10) So called by analogy with the Gödel number of a formal deduction

ment of the predicate S* [13, §4].

in Kleene's

treat-
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chosen as the number

{{«i, m, I, ki, hi), {«2, m, I, k2, hi}, [n3, h, k2, k, h3) \.
If « represents a value of Pee(fi, f2, fs) for an equation i(zn, 1) =k, we consider two cases asm = 0 or asm 5*0. If 7« = 0 and Aiis the deduction number of

fi(0,1) =k, then h is defined as {«i, 0, /, k, hi}. If tw^O, and the deduction
numbers

of the formulas

i(5(m), 7) = ki,

i2(B(m), 1) = *,,

i3(ku k2) = k

are hi, hi, h3, then h is chosen as

{{«, 5(»t), I, ki, h], {ni, ô(m), I, k2, hi], {»$, h, ki, k, h3] \.
The formula \p(p) =0, where \p is the functor to be defined in Lemma 15,
will be the formal counterpart
of the following intuitive statement when (p)0
is the number of a function: The function numbered (p)o for the arguments
(p)i and (p)2 has the value (p)3 and the deduction number (p)i. (In the case
in which (p)oo = o and (p)i = 0, the interpretation
does not require that.(7^)0
be the number of a primitive recursive function, only that (p)ox be such a

number.)
We now turn to the problem of representing general and partial recursive
functions. Let A(c, a, d, b) be a formula of Class T containing exactly the
free variables c, a, d, b, where a is ah • • • , a* (fe_ 1). If the formula

3yA(c, a, di, y) & 3yA(c, a, d2,y) D dt = d2
is provable in some system @, then the formula 3yA(c, u, d, y) specifies a
function Xcai • • • akf(c, Oi, • • • , ak), which is defined for natural numbers
m, «i, • • • , nk, and has the value w, if the formula 3yA(m, ni, • • ■, rik, n, y)
is provable in @. Such functions will include general and partial recursive

functions [ll; 13].
Let g be the functor corresponding
ence mentioned in Lemma
terpretation,
there exists

to A(c, a, d, b) under the correspond11; then, by Lemmas 13 and 14, under the ina natural
number p such that the relation

g(m, «1, • • • , M*, «, Z)=0 will hold if and only if there exists a number q
such that xp({p, m, {«1, • • -, nk, «, /}, 0, g})=0. We shall introduce
Pk({p, m}, ni, • • • , t\k, {«, /, q}) as an abbreviation
for a formula equivalent to \p({p, xn, {iii, ■ ■ • , tik, n,l\, 0, q})=0.
Then the number {p, m\ will be taken as the number of the function
\ax • • ■akf(m, Oi, • '• • , a*), and [n,l,q]
as a deduction number of this function for the arguments «i, • • • , «i in case g(m, n%, ■ ■ ■ ,nk,n,l)=0.
Using this method of numbering functions, we shall have a convenient method of characterizing the class of functions formed by Xdi • • -akf(m,ai,
■ ■ -,ak)
as the parameter 7« varies. This characterization
will afford an easy means
of formalizing functions serving the same purpose as the functions S], which
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for a formula equivalent

so that R*(e, a, d)DP*(e,

a, d) and

3xPfc(e, a, x)D3xRi(e,
a, x) will be provable;
but for each choice of
r, ni, • • • , nk, if R*(r, nu • ■ ■ , nk, s) is provable, then it will be provable
for a unique s. The formula Rk(r, m, • * • , nk, s) & (s)o = n will be the formal
counterpart
of the intuitive statement
"The function numbered r (under our
second method of numbering)
for the arguments ni, • • • , nk has a least deduction number 5 and the value n."
Because of its frequent occurrence in the following work, we shall abbreviate a term of the form (a)o with the expression [a].
We shall abbreviate a term of the form ( • • • (s)ti ■ • • )tt with the expression (s)ti.. .t*. The decimal abbreviation for numerals will be used in the subscript position only for numerals n such that m g 9. Thus (s)2i3 abbreviates

(«•WO«.
Lemma 15. There exists a system of recursive number theory S3, such that
the formulas 1-10 are provable in S3, where in 8 and 9, for each integer k>0,
Pfc(c, a, d) and Ri(c, a, d) are abbreviations for p*(c, a, d) =0and ri(c, a, d) =0,
respectively, where pk and rk are functors of S3.
The existence
lows immediately

of defining axioms for the functors
from Lemma 11.

1. iMa)=0=-a=jl,

appearing

in 1-6.2 fol-

(a)i, (a),, 0, o}.

2. fc(a) = 0-a= ¡2, (a)i, (a)„ ((a)0', 0}.
3. ^8(a)=0 = a= 3, (a)i, (a),, (a)i, 0}.
4. ^4(a)=0=a=
j4, (a)i, (a)2, (a),, 0}.
5. a(a)=0=a={
{5, (a)01, (a) 02, (a)os}, (a)i, (a)2, (a)3, {s, t, u} }, where
the following abbreviations
are made:
s = {(a)oi, (a)i, (a)2, (a)«3, (a)^}.
t =

|(a)02,

(a)i,

(a)2, (a)4i3, (a)4u}.

u = {(a)os, (a)4os, (a)«3, (a)3, (a)^}.
6.1. pi(a)=0=a=

{{6, (a)01, (a)02, (a)03}, 0, (a)2, (a)3, {(a)0i, 0, (a)2, (a)s,

(a)44}}.

6.2. p2(a)=0=a
= {{6, (a)oi, (a)02, (a)0»}, (a)i, (a)2, (a)3, {s, t, u} }, where
the following abbreviations
are made :

7.1. <bo(a) =^i(a)

s =

{a0, S((a)i),

t =

{(a)o2, S((a)i),

u =

{(a)o8,

(a) 2, (a) 403, (a) 404}.

(a)2, (a)4i3, (a)4i4}.

(a)403, (a)4i3, (a)3, (a)423}.

-^2(a) ^s(a) -^4(a).
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Introducing
auxiliary functors <pi, <f>2,and <p3for typographical
convenience, we have the following course-of-values
recursion axioms for \l. Observe
that the formulas (a')4<a' and (a')4/<a',
where ¿ = 0, 1, 2, are provable in 52.

This follows from Lemma 10, 10.6, 10.1, 8.5 with the aid of 9.9, 1.0, and
Axiom 15.
7.2. <Ai(a)=<r(a)+t//((a)4o)+^((a)4i)+iA((a)42).
7.3. <p2(a)=px(a)+xl((a)¿).
7.4. <p3(a)=p2(a)+ß(t((a)i,
0))+f ((a)4o)+<K(a)4i)+1^)42).

7.5. iK0)= l.
7.6. xP(a') =<¿>o(a')^i(a') -4>2(a')-<p3(a').
In Formula 8, below, the right member is a formula of Class T; hence, by
Lemma 11, there exists a functor p* of some formal system ©1, such that, if
Pt(c, a, d) abbreviates p*(c, a, d) =0, then Formula 8 will be provable in ©1.
It will be understood that Pt(c, a, d) is such an abbreviation,
and that 5s is
chosen to contain ©1.

8. Pk(c,a,d)^xP({(c)o,(c)i,

{a, (d)o, (d)i},0,(d),})=0&c={(c)0,

(c)i|

&d={(d)„, (d)i, (d),J.
Since Pi(c, a, d) is a formula of Class V, the formula P*(c, a, d) & Vx(x <d

D 7P*(c, a, x)) is also of Class V. By Lemma 10, 8.6, 9.1, 9.7,1.0 and the predicate calculus, we have the provability

in some system

containing

©1 of

Vx(P*(c, a, x) D d ^ x) m Vx(x < d D 7 P*(c, a, x)).
Again by Lemma 11, there exists a functor rk of some formal system @2,
such that, if Rjc(c, a, d) abbreviates r*(c, a, d)=0, Formula 9 will be provable in ©2. It will be understood that Rt(c, a, d) is such an abbreviation
and
that 53 is chosen to contain @2.

9. R*(c, a, d)=P*(c, a, d) & Vx(P*(c, a, x)Ddgx).
By the abbreviation

previously

stated

(and 5i Axiom 16):

10. [d] = (d)0.
Corollary.

The following formulas

1. \¡/i({i, a, b, c, 0})=0=-3x^({i,
2. 3x0!({

are provable in S3:

a, b, c, x})=0,

{5,ni, n2, n3},a, b, c, x}) =0=-3x^({

where i=i,

• • • , 4.

{5, nh n2, n3}, a, b, c, x})

= 0.
3. 3x^({ni,
4. 3x03({

0, b, c, x})=0=3xiK{

{6, ni, n2, n8}, 0, b, c, x}) =0.

{6,ni,n2,n3},a/,b,c,x})=0=3xi/'({

{6, ni,n2, n3}, a',b, c, x})

= 0.
5. Ri(c, 0, di) & Ri;(c, a, d2)Ddi=d2.
We consider

in detail

only part of the proof of Formula

3, namely,

the

proof of the formula

3x>K{ {6, n,, n2, n3}, 0, b, c, x}) = 0 D 3x^(1^,
The remainder

0, b, c, x}) = 0.

of the proof of 3 and the proofs of the other formulas

are con-
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structed similarly (and for the most part more simply).
Let t abbreviate
{ {6, ni, n2, n3}, 0, b, c, d} ; then the following formulas
are provable in S3.

(1) 7t = 0. Lemma 10, 10.1, 10.7; Si Axiom 15.
(2) 7a = 0Da = (S(a))'. Schema 13, Axiom 16; Lemma 10, 4.2.
(3) \p(t)=(¡>o(t)-(t>i(t)-<Pi(t)-Mt)- (1), (2); Schema 23; Lemma 15, 7.6.

(4) vKt)=0=(bo(t) =0V<¿i(t) =0W<pi(t)=OV0s(t) =0. (3);Lemma 10,1.7.
(5) 7(t)0 = 0. Lemma 10, 10.1, 10.7; Si Axiom 15.
(6) 6<(t)0. (5); Lemma 10, 10.6, 10.7.
In Formulas (7)-(10), i=l, ■ ■■, 4.
(7) i<6. Lemma 10, 8.3, 8.5.
(8) 7(t)o = i. (6), (7); Lemma 10, 8.5, 8.8.
(9) ^(t)=OD(t)o = i. Lemma 15, 1-4; Lemma 10, 10.7.
(10) 7^(t)=0. (8), (9).

(11) 74>o(t)=0. (10) ; Lemma 15, 7.1; Lemma 10, 1.7.
(12) 7(t)00 = 5. Lemma 10, 10.7, 8.3, 8.5, 8.8.
(13) <r(t)=OD(t)oo = 5. Lemma 15, 5; Lemma 10, 10.7.

(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)
(19)
(20)
10.7.
(21)

70i(t)=O. (12), (13); Lemma 15, 7.2; Lemma 10, 1.8.
e(<t)i, 0) = 0. Lemma 10, 10.7, 6.2.
7ß(e((t)u 0))=0. (15); Lemma 10, 3.3.
7<£3(t)=0. (16); Lemma 15, 7.4; Lemma 10, 1.8.
^(t)=OD02(t)=O. (4), (11), (14), (17).
^(t)=03^(d)=0.
(18); Lemma 15, 7.3; Lemma 10, 10.7.
ip(t)=0Dd={nh 0, b, c, (d)4}. (18); Lemma 15, 7.3, 6.1; Lemma 10,
^(t)=0D^({ni,

The desired
quantifiers.

formula

0, b, c, (d)4})=0. (19), (20).
is obtained

from

(21) by introduction

of existential

Lemma 16. For every normal recursive functor i of a system © there exists a
numeral n such that the formula

f(a, b) = c = 3x^({n, a, b, c, x}) =0
is provable in ©.
The lemma is proved by induction

on the number of functors

upon which f

depends.
For the basis of the induction, suppose f depends on no other functors;
then there are four cases, one for each of the functors Vi, as i=l,
• ■ ■ , 4.
The proofs for the separate cases are similar, so we outline only the one of
them for v4.
The following formulas are provable in © provided v\ is a functor of ©.
After each formula there is an indication of the more important formulas used

in its deduction.
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1. Vi(a, b)=c = b = c. Defining axiom for Vi, Schema 23.

2. b = c=^4({4, a, b, c, OJ) =0. Lemma 15, 4; Lemma 10, 10.7¡Schema 23.
3. ^4({4, a, b, c, 0}) =0=3x^({4,a,b,
c, x}) =0. Corollary, Lemma 15,1.
4. v¿a, b)=c=3x^({4,
a, b, c,x})=0. 1, 2,3.
The induction step is divided into two cases. For the first case, assume that
f has as its defining axiom in © a formula of the form (a) (1).
Then the induction hypothesis assures the existence of numerals m, n2, n$
such that the following formulas are provable in © :

(i)

fi(a, b) = Ci = 3xiiK{rii, a> b» ci>xi}) = °-

(ii)

f2(a, b) = c2 = 3x2^({n2,

(iii)

f3(ci, c2) = c = 3x3^({n3,

Let n abbreviate
in ©:

a, b, c2, x2}) =0.
ci, c2, c, x3}) = 0.

{5, zii, n2, n3\ ; then the following formulas

1. f(a, b) =c=3yi

are provable

3y,(fi(a, b) = yi & f,(a, b) =y2 & f(yi, y2) =c). Defining

axiom for f, Schema 23.
2. f (a, b) =c=3yi3y23x13x23x3(i/'(
= 0&t({n3,

yi, y2, c, x3})=0).

{m, a, b, yi, xi} ) = 0 &\p( {n2, a, b, y2, x2})

(1), (i), (ii), (iii).

3. o-(\n, a, b, c, { {ni, a, b, ci, di}, {n2, a, b, c2, d2}, {n3, ci, c2, c, ds} } })

= 0. Lemma 15, 5; Lemma 10, 10.7; Schema 23.
4. f(a, b) =c=3yi3y23xi3x23x301(t)

=0, where t is the result of replac-

ing the free variables Ci, c2, di, d2, d3 by yi, y2, xi, x2, x3, respectively,
in the
expression enclosed in parentheses in 3. 2; 3; Lemma 15, 7.2; Lemma 10, 1.8,

10.7¡Schema 23.
5. f(a, b) =c="3.x<pi({n, a, b, c, x}) =0. 4; Lemma 15, 5, 7.2
6. f(a, b)=c=3x
ip({n, a, b, c, x}) =0. 5; Corollary to Lemma 15, 2.
For the second case of the induction step, suppose f is defined by axioms
of the form (a) (2). For this case we show that a formula Vy(f(a, b)=y
=3x^({«,
a, b, y, x})=0)
abbreviated
VyA(a, y) is provable in ©. The
proof is by an application of the induction Schema 13 of Si, induction on a.
The induction hypothesis of the lemma assures the provability
in © of

the following formulas.

(i)

fi(0, b) = c - ax*({m, 0, b, c, x}) = 0.

(ii)

f2(a, b) = c2 = 3x2^({n2,

a, b, c2, x2}) = 0.

(iii)

f3(ci, c2) = c = 3x3^({n3,

ci, c2, c, x3}) =0.

If n abbreviates
in ©.

{6, zii, n2, n3}, then the following formulas

are provable

1. f(0, b) =c=fi(0, b) =c. Defining axioms for f, Schema 23.
2. f(0, b)=c=3xiK{rii, 0, b, c, x})=0. 1, (i).
3. 3x^(fm,
0, b, c, x})=0=3x^({n,
0, b, c, x})=0. Corollary to
Lemma 15,3.
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4. Vy A(0, y). 2, 3.
5. f(a',

b)=c=-3yi3y2(f(a,

fining axioms for f, Schema

6. A(a,

d)D(f(a',

b)=yi&f2(a,

b)=y2&f3(yi,

y2)=c).

De-

23.

b)=cs3yi

3y2 3xx 3x2,3x3(xP({ti, a, h, ylt Xl})

= 0 &^({n2, a, b, y2, x2})=0 & <K{n3, yi, y2, c, x3})=0)).
4, 5, (ii), (iii).
7. Pi({n, a', h, c, {{n, a, b, ci, di], {n2, a, b, c2, d2}, {n3, ci, c2, c, d3} } })

= 0. Lemma 15, 6.2; Lemma 10, 4.2.
8. ß(e(a', 0))=0. Lemma 10, 6.2. 3.3.
9. A(a, ci)D(f(a', b)=c=3x
3>3({«, a', b, c, x})=0). 6, 7, 8; Lemma 15,
7.4, 6.2; Schema 23.
10. A(a, Ci)D(f(a', b) =c=3x^(jn,
a', b, c, x})=0). 9; Corollary
to Lemma 15, 4.

11. VyA(a, y)DVyA(a', y). 10.
12. Vy A(a, y). 4, 11; Schema 13.
13. f(a, b)=c=-3x\K{n,

a, b, c, x})=0. 12.

For the statement of Lemmas 17 and 18 and their corollaries, we introduce two abbreviations.
We agree in these lemmas and their applications to allow small German
letters to abbreviate
empty sequences of variables as well as sequences of
variables, with the exception of the letter a as used in formulas P*(e, a, d),
Rfc(e, a, d), and so on. (To allow a to represent the empty sequence, with
k = 0, would amount to considering functions of 0 arguments. This would be
entirely possible, but for our present purposes there is no advantage, and it
would require the consideration of an additional case in the following lemmas.)

Then, if Q is either 3 or V and t) is yi • • • yt, Qt)abbreviates Qyi • • • Qy¡.
In case t) is empty, Qt) abbreviates
an empty sequence of symbols.
We define the abbreviation
rj(m, e) as follows: If e is the empty sequence,
y(m, e) is m. If eis ei, rj(m, e) is {m, ei}. If e is ei, • • • , ey, where j>i, 7/(m, e)

is {m, {e}}.
Lemma 17. For every formula A(e, a, c, b) of Class T containing exactly the
free variables exhibited, there exists a numeral tn and a system X such that the

formula

apA(e, a, c, Xi)= ay(P*0jCm, e), a, y) & [y] = c)
m provable in X.
For the proof we must consider cases according as e and b are respectively
empty, contain 1 or more than 1 element.
We consider first the case in which both e and b contain 1 element.
There exists a normal recursive functor f, a numeral tn, and a system X
such that the following formulas are provable in X.

1. A(e, a, c, d)=f(e,

{a, c, d})=0.

Lemmas 11, 13, and 14.
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2. f(e, {a, c, d})=0=3y(^({m,
e, {a, c, d}, 0, y})=0). Lemma 16.
3. *({m,e, {a,c,d},0,b})=0
= Pk({m,e},a,
{c, d, b}) & ({c, d, b})0
= c. Lemma 15, 8; Lemma 10, 10.7.
4. 3x3y^({m,e,
{ a, c, x}, 0, y}) = 0=-3y(P*({m, e}, a, y) & [y]=c).
3; Lemma 10, 10.7; Lemma 15, 8 and 10.
5. 3yA(e, a, c, y)=3y(P,({m,
e},o, y) & [y]=c). 1,2,4.
The remaining cases follow easily from this; of the cases for c and f>not
empty, we consider only the additional one in which both C and b have more

than 1 element.
By the case just discussed,

there exists a numeral

m and a system

X such

that:
1. 3y(A((e)0,
• • •, (e)J(/), a, c, (y)0, • • • , (y)«œ) &e= {(e)0, • • • , (e)i(J)}
&y={(y)o,
• • • , (y)io)})=^yCPk({m,
e}, a, y) & [y]=c) is provable in £:
Utilizing Lemma 10, 10.7 we have the provability
in X of the formula.

2. 3D A(e, a, c, ç)=3y(A(e,
(y)««}).

a, c, (y)0, • • • , (y)i«,) & y= {(y)o, • • • ,

Then substitution
of {e} for e in 1 gives the desired result.
For the cases in which e or f) are empty sequences, we replace, in the left
member of 1, e = j(e)0, ■ ■ • , (e)s(j)\ or y= {(y)o, • • • , (y)»</)} by e = e or

y = y, finally substituting

0 for e.

Corollary.
For every formula A(e, a, b) of Class T containing exactly the
free variables exhibited, there exist numerals m and p and a system X such that

the formulas
(i)

3l)A(e, a, tj) = 3yP*(7,(»i, e), o, y),

and

(Ü)

3t)A(e, a, t¡) = Vy 7 Tk(v(p, e), a, y)

are provable in X.
From the lemma we have the provability

in some system

Xi of

3t)(A(e, a, Jj) & c - c) m Zy(Pk(v(m, e), a, y) & [y] = c),
from which Formula

(i) is easily obtained.

If the formula A(e, a, b) is of Class T then 7A(e, a, b) is also of Class T.
There

is, then, a numeral

p and a system

X2 in which the formula

3i) 7 A(e, a, \j) = 3yPfc(u(p, e), a, y)
is provable. For any formula C(b) of Xi, 73yC(y)=Vy7C(y)
in Xi, which gives for any C(b),

1.

73t)C(t)) m y») 7C(l)).
Thus the formula

is provable
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Vi) 7 7 A(e, a, t)) - Vy 7 P*(„(p, e), a, y)
is provable in some X, and applying Corollary 11.2, we obtain the provability
of 7 7A(e, a, b) =A(e, a, b) in some X3, which gives also Formula (ii) in any
X containing Xx, X2, and X3.

Lemma 18. For every formula A(e, a, c, b) of Class T containing exactly
the free variables exhibited and such that the formula
3tyA(e, a, ci, X))
& 3tyA(e, a, c2, t))Dci = c2 is provable in some system ©, there exists a numeral
tn and a system X such that the formula

3t)A(e, a, c, l)) = 3y(R*(7?(m, e), a, y) & [y] = c)

is provable in X.
There exists a numeral
are provable :

tn and a system X in which the following formulas

1. 3t)A(e, a, c, t))=-3y(P*(i7(m, e), a, y) & [y]=c). Lemma 17.
2. "RyP k(r)(tn, e), a, y)D3yRjb(r/(m, e), a, y). Lemma 15, 9; Lemma 12.

3. 3t)A(e, a, c, t))D3yR*(T7(m, e), a, y). 1, 2.
4. Rk(r¡(tn, e), a, d)DP*(f(m, e), a, d). Lemma 15, 9.
5. Rk(v(m, e), a, d)D3t)A(e, a, [d], X¡).4, 1.
6. R*(7j(m, e), a, d) & 3t)A(e, a, c, ty)D[d]=c. 5 and hypothesis of the
lemma.

7. 3l)A(e, a, c, u)D3y(R*(»('m, e), a, y) & [y]=c). 3, 6.
8. Rk(ri(m, e), a, d) & [d]=cD3l)A(e, a, c, I)). 5.
9. 3y(R*(T;(m, e), a, y) & [y] = c)D3t)A(e, a, c, t)). 8.
Formulas

7 and 9 give us the desired

result.

Corollary.
For every formula A(c, a, b) of C/ass T containing exactly the
free variables exhibited, there exist numerals tn and p and a system X such that

the formulas

(i)

3t)A(e, a, ï)) m SyR^rn,

e), a, y)

and

(ii)

Vï)A(e,a, t)) = Vy 7 R^fjj,

e), a, y)

are provable in X.
From Lemma 15, 9, and Lemma 12, we have the provability
of
3yP*(i?(r«,
«), a, y) =3yR*;(»;(m,
e), a, y). This result and Formula (i)
of the corollary to Lemma 17 give us Formula (i). Applying Formula 1 of
the proof of that corollary to the same result, and using Formula (ii) of the
corollary to Lemma 17, we obtain Formula (ii).
9. A reduction of any system © to S3. In the preceding section, to derive
the properties of the formula R¡t(e, a, c) of S3, we are obliged to consider the
provability
of formulas in systems which are extensions
of 53. We should
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like to be able, now, to show that formulas exhibiting the essential properties
of Ri(e, a, c) are provable in S3. For example, we wish to show that, for any
formula A(ct) of Class T of S3, there exists a numeral tn such that A(a)
=3xRjt(m, a, x) is provable in S3.
We shall consider a transformation
of the formulas of a system © into
formulas of 53 which leaves the formulas of 53 invariant. Let those type (c)
functors which are neither type (b) nor type (a) functors be called proper
type (c) functors; and let all those type (b) functors which are not type (a)
functors be called proper type (b) functors. Then we define the transformation in three steps, successively eliminating those type (a) functors and proper
type (b) and (c) functors which are not functors of 53.
Finally we obtain the result that a formula ((A')")+
is provable in 53,
if A is provable in any ©.It follows immediately from the invariance under
this transformation
of the formulas of 53, that if any formula of 53 is provable
in any @, then it is also provable in 53. We shall thus have shown an equivalence of any system © containing 53 to the system 53.

Lemma 19. For every system ©, there exists a system X containing no proper
type (c) functors except those of S3 and such that, for every formula A provable
in ©, the formula A' defined below is provable in X.
The formula A' is the result of replacing every proper type (c) functor f
except those of 53 by the corresponding
type (b) functor f which is defined

in Lemma 13.
For each functor thus replaced, Lemma 13 determines a system X' corresponding to the system ©. As axioms of the system X for Lemma 19, we
choose the set-theoretic
sum of the axioms of all those systems X' corresponding to the type (c) functors which are to be eliminated (compare the introductory portion of §3), with the defining axioms of the same type (c) functors
deleted. Likewise terms containing those type (c) functors are excluded from
the terms of the new system (again under the conventions of §3).
For every axiom A of © except the recursion equations deleted in forming
the new system X, A' will be an axiom of X. For each of the functors of ©
which has been eliminated, we must show that the equations

f'(0, a) = g'(a),
f'(a', a) = h'(f'(ti'(a,
are provable

a), a), ■ ■■ , f'(t¿(a,

a), a), a, a)

in X. This follows easily from the defining

equations

of f in

the proof of Lemma 13.
Lemma 20. For every system X containing no proper type (c) functors except those of S3, there exists a system Silcontaining only type (a) functors and functors of 53 such that, if Ais provable in X, then A" defined below is provable in 9Î.

We define A" inductively:
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A" is the result of replacing
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each term not

of S3 and of the form f(ti, t2, • • • , t») by f'(ti, {t2, ■ • • , t»}), f(ti, t2) by
f'(ti, t2), f(ti) by f'(ti, 0), where F is the functor defined in the proof of
Lemma 14. The formula (A&B)"
is A" & B", (AVB)" is A"VB",

(ADB)" is A"DB",

(7A)" is 7(A"),

(3xA(x))" is 3x(A"(x)),

and

(VxA(x))" is Vx(A"(x)),
where (A(a))" is written A"(a) and A"(x) is the
result of substituting
a variable x not occurring in A(a) for a in A"(a).
The proof is like that of Lemma 19. We have merely to show that formulas corresponding
to type (b) defining axioms are provable in 9Î, where 9Î
is chosen, by applications of Lemma 14 which eliminate those proper type (b)
functors not in S3, in the same manner as that in which X was chosen by applications of Lemma 13 which eliminate proper type (c) functors not in S3.
To demonstrate
an equivalence of any system, containing only normal
recursive functors and the functors of S3, with S3, we define for each formula A

of © a formula A+ of S3.
In this definition and in the following discussion, we shall use ^(e, a, b, c)
as an abbreviation
for 3w ^({e, a, b, c, w}) =0. For this definition, let us
also distinguish a functor position of A from a functor of A. For each occurrence of a functor not of S3 there is a distinct functor position, and to each
of these functor positions, proceeding from left to right, we assign a number,
I, • ■ • , k. We shall designate the functor which appears in the ith functor
position of A by f,-. Thus for a given formula A, ii and i¡ may be the same
functor although *#j. In addition let n< be the numeral specified by Lemma

16 for the functor f<.
For the first part of the definition of A+, let A be the elementary
formula
toi = to2, and let the term which begins with the functor fi be f<(t<i, tj2).
Let Bi be the expression which results on replacing the term fi(tn, ti2)
by zi in A. Note that, by the convention explained above, the choice of the term
fi(tn, ti2) is unique. Then let Ai abbreviate
the formula 3zi(^(ni,
tu, ti2, zi)

&B0.
The first functor position of Ai containing a functor not of S3 will contain the functor f2. Now let B2 abbreviate the result of replacing f2(t2i, t22)
by z2 in Ai. Then A2 is the formula 3z2(^(n2, ta, t22, z2) & B2).
These operations
are continued,
generating
a sequence of formulas
Ai, • ■ • , A* each containing one less occurrence of the functors of A which
are not functors of S3 than its predecessor. We terminate the process with the
first formula which contains only functors of S3; this formula Ak is A+.
For any elementary formula A, the formula A+ is of the form

SzjbOKn*, hn, hi, z*) & • • • & 3zi(^(ni,

£u, £12,zx) & £0i = £02)• • • ),

where each ¿<j is the result of replacements on Uj, and contains only functors
of S3, free variables, numerals and bound variables z„, where h>i.
For example, suppose that A is the formula fi(f2(0, a), b) =fs(c, d), then A+
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is the formula

3z3(^(n3,

c,. d, z3) & 3z2(^(«2,

0, a, z2) & 3zi(^(«i,

347.
z2, b, zi)

& Z! = Z3))).

For convenience,
we write A+ as Sir* • • • ^i £oi = £o2, where SFjC is
3z¿(^(n<, Ça, ¡-a, Zi) & C). The operators Sf'i are, of course, always defined
with respect to some specific formula A. We call SFj the companion operator

of f<in A.
If either of the expressions £u or ¡-a of A+ contains zy, then the operator SI?y
is said to dominate the operator ^¿. This occurs exactly when fy is nested

within ii in the formula A.
If neither of S^,-and SFydominates

the other, then SIr\and SFyare said to be

independent.
If in a single context we wish to refer to the companion operators for more
than one formula, we shall use the notations St'/, ¥/', and so on.
For a nonelementary
formula A, we define A+ by replacing """ by "+"
in the second sentence of the definition of A".
It is assumed, for any formula A, that the bound variables z< introduced
in A+ are chosen to be distinct from all the bound variables of A.
Lemma 21. For every axiom A which is a defining equation of a normal recursive functor f, the formula A+ is provable in S3.
The proof by induction on the number of functors upon which f depends
follows from Lemmas 10 and 15 with some rather tedious detail.

Lemma 22. For every numeral n which corresponds to a normal recursive
functor (Lemma 16), the following formulas are provable in 53:

(i)

3yiKn, a, b, y),

(ii)

\p(n, a, b, c) & ^(n, a, b, d) D c = d.

The proof for (i) follows immediately from Lemma 21. The proof of (ii)
follows again by induction on the number of functors upon which the functor
for n depends from Lemmas 10 and 15.

Lemma 23. For any formula R(a, b) of S3 containing exactly the free vari-

ables exhibited, and such that both 3y R(a, y) and R(a, bi) & R(a, b2)Dbi = b2
are provable in S3, and for any formula

A(b), A(a, b), or any pair of formulas

A(b) and B(b) of 53, the following formulas are provable in 53: (In (5) and (6)
it is understood that x does not appear in R(a, y). It is not excluded that some
of the variables of a may occur in A(a), A(a, b), or B(b) ; however, a and b are
distinct from the variables a, cf. §1, first paragraph.)

(1) 3y(R(a, y) & A(y) & B(y)) ^3y(R(a,
y) & A(y)) & 3y(R(a, y)
&B(y)).
(2) 3y(R(a,y)&(A(y)VB (y)))^3y(R(a, y)&A(y))V3y(R(a, y)&B(y)).
(3) 3y(R(a,y)&(A(y)DB(y)))^3y(R(a,y)&A(y))D3y(R(a,y)«S:B(y)).
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(4) 3y(R(a, y) & 7A(y)) = 73y(R(a, y) & A(y)).
(5) 3y(R(a, y) &VxA(x, y))=Vx3y(R(a, y) & A(x, y)).
(6) 3y(R(a, y) & 3xA(x, y)) =.3x3y(R(a, y) & A(x, y)).
If in (1), (2) and (3), A (y) is replaced by A in the left member and
3y(R(a,
formula

y) & A(y)) is replaced by A, where A does not contain y, every
of the resulting form is provable in S3, and likewise for replacement

of B(y) by B not containing y.
The proofs are by familiar

properties

of the predicate

calculus.

Lemma 24. If A is an elementary formula containing no functors except
normal recursive ones and those of S3 and A+ is ~$?k• • • ^i £oi = £o2, and if
<k,k • • • Si^ is a permutation of ~&k• ■ • ^i in which no operator appears to the
left of an operator which dominates it, the formula <t,t ■ ■ ■ ^n £oi = £o2=A+ is

provable in S3.
The lemma may be proved by induction on the number of interchanges of
adjacent occurrences of independent
companion operators which is required
to effect the permutation
~9n • ■ • *frn. We have only to note the prova-

bility in S3 of any formula of the form 3x(A(x) & 3y(B(y) & Q) =3y(B(y)
& 3x(A(x) & C)), where A(x) does not contain y and B(y) does not contain x.
Observe that the restriction
on permutation
of companion
operators
amounts to a limitation to those permutations
which do not change the
relative order of a pair of operators corresponding
to initial functors of two
terms, one contained in the other.

Corollary.
7/A(a) »5 an elementary formula containing no functors except
normal recursive ones and those of S3, and A+(a) does not contain y, then for
every normal recursive functor f not a functor of S3, there exists a numeral
n such that if U and t2 are terms of S3, the formula
(A(f(ti, t2)))+

=3y(^(n,

ti, t2, y) & A+(y)) is provable in S3.

The occurrences of f(ti, t2) in A(f(ti, t2)) do not contain any functors
except those of S3. Thus the companion operators of these occurrences of f are
dominated by none of the other operators and, by the lemma, may be moved
to the front of (A(f(ti, t2)))+. Hence we have the provability
of a formula
of the form 3zi(^(n,
ti, t2, Zi) & • • • & "3zm(\f/(n, ti, t3, zm) & G(zi, • • • , zm))

• • • ■(A(f(til

t2)))+, where G(a, • • • , a) is A+(a). From Lemma 22, the for-

mula \p(n, c, d, a) & \p(n, c, d, b)3a = b is provable in S3, and this result enables us to obtain the provability of the desired formula.

Lemma 25. 7/ A (a) is a formula containing no functors except normal recursive ones and those of S3, and A+(a) does not contain y, then for every normal
recursive functor f not a functor of S3 there exists a numeral n such that, if ti

and t2 are terms of S3, the formula (A(i(tu t2)))+D3y(^(n,
¿5 provable in S3.

ti, t2, y) & A+(y))
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The proof is by induction on the number of logical symbols contained in
A(a) and follows from Lemmas 22 and 23 and the corollary to Lemma 24.

Corollary
25.1. If neither the formula A (a) nor the term t contains
any functors except normal recursive ones and those of S3, and if (t = c)+ is

¥/ • • • SPi' £ói=c, then the formula (A(t))+ = ^l

• • • ¥{ A+(^x) is provable

in S3.

The proof follows from the lemma by induction on the number of functors
in t which are not functors of 53.
For the proof of the following corollary, we note that the formula

*/ • • .tfi'A+ÍÍÍAisof

the forro3z,(F,(z,)&

where Zj, • * • , Zi are bound

variables

• • ■&azl(.F1(z1)&A+(Co0)• • ■),

which

do not appear

in A+(a).

Corollary
25.2. 7/A (a) is a formula not containing x and t is a term, and
if neither A(a) not t contains any functors except normal recursive ones and those
of S3, then the following formulas are provable in S3:

(i)

(A(t) D 3xA(x))+,

(ii)

(VxA(x) D A(t))+.

The provability
preceding corollary

of a formula of the form (i) follows immediately from the
by familiar rules of the predicate calculus upon recalling

that (i) is of the form (A(t))+D3xA+(x).
For (ii) we apply the preceding

corollary

and Lemma

22, (i)

Lemma 26. If the formula A is provable in a system © which contains, in
addition to functors of S3, only normal recursive functors, then A+ is provable
in S3.
For every axiom A of © of the
of S3, except for 10 and 11 ; and the
of Schemata 10 and 11 follows from
for a functor which is not in 53, the

form of Schemata la-13, A+ is an axiom
provability in 53 of formulas of the forms
Corollary 25.2. For a defining equation A
provability of A+ in 53 is given by Lemma

21.

If

A_
B

is one of the rules of inference

for ©, then

A+

B+
is a rule of inference

for 53, and we establish

the lemma by induction.

Corollary.
Every formula of S3 which is provable in any of the formal systems © is also provable in S3.
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of functions in S3. Let A(b)

be a formula, let b be a free variable, let y be a bound variable not appearing in A(b), let e be any term, and let a abbreviate
a sequence of terms
ai, • • • ,at(fe^l).Thenweabbreviate(11)theformula3y(R*;(e,
u,y)&A([y]))
by the expression e(A(e(a))).
To avoid ambiguity in successive applications
of the abbreviation,
we
must take care to note one restriction on writing „(A(e(a))). If A(b) contains
expressions written in abbreviated
form, then we write „(A(e(a))) only in
case A(b) contains no part written in the form „(C) for the same e.
We may extend the application of this abbreviation
in the following manner. Let E(bi, • • • , by) be an abbreviation
of the formula A(bi, • • • , by),
and suppose that the unabbreviated
formula B contains the expression
A(yi, • • • , yj), where the variables yi, • • • , y y are bound by quantifiers in
B which are not in A(bi, • • • , by). Then the formula B may be abbreviated

by replacing A(yx, • • • , yy) by E(yi, • • • , yy).
It is always understood that the bound variable
the abbreviation
is one distinct from all the variables

which is suppressed in
of the formula A(b). If

i(A(£(ri> " ' " >T*))) is part of a formula B, where £ and ft, • • • , ft» may contain variables bound by quantifiers in B but not in A(b), then the bound
variable which is suppressed is, in addition, distinct from all the other bound

variables of B.
The abbreviation,

which we shall call the functional abbreviation, will enable us to condense the statement of many results, particularly for formulas
which express relations of composition among functions. For example consider the statement
of the following result, which we shall later generalize
as the corollary to Lemma 27.
Let A(b) be any formula of S3 not containing the bound variables z and w,
let t(a) be any term of S3 containing exactly the free variables e, a, let a be

ai, • • • , a* (k^l),

let b be bi, • • ■, by (j'^1), and let e be ei, ■ • • , ej (FèO).

For any choice of the numeral m there exists a numeral
lowing formula is provable in Ss:

3z(R*(m, a, z) & 3w(Ry(t([z]),

n such that the fol-

b, w) & A([w])))

m 3w(R*+y(i?(n, e), a, b, w) & A([w]))
(the explanation of the abbreviation
rj(n, e) precedes Lemma
notation this formula may be written:
m(ttm«o)(A(t(m(a))(b))))

= „(n,e)(A(i,(n,

17). In the new

e)(a, b))).

For the statement of the corollary below, we define inductively
"quasiterm." A term is a quasi-term, and if s is a quasi-term and t is a sequence of
(u) Since adopting this treatment, it has come to the author's attention that it develops,
for one case, a suggestion given in [12, §2, footnote 7]. The case is that in which the value of the
function is defined for the arguments in question.
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quasi-terms,
then (s)(t) is a quasi-term.
A sequence of quasi-terms Ji, • • • , f* is said to be a proper sequence of
quasi-terms in case: for every f¡ which contains a quasi-term of the form e(t),
there exists in the sequence a f<, where i<j, such that f< is e.

Lemma 27. For every formula A(e, a, b, c) of Class T containing exactly the
free variables exhibited and such that 3tyA(e, a, X),Cx) & 3tyA(e, a, l), c2)Dci
= c2 is provable in S3, there exists a numeral n such that, for any formula C(c)
of S3 and for bound variables z, t) not appearing in A(e, a, b, c) or C(c), the formula 3z3lj(A(e, a, X),z) & C(z)) =v{ntt)(C(r)(n, e)(a))) is provable in 53. (Note
that C(c) may contain any of the variables e, a).
By Lemma
18, there exists a numeral
n such that the formula
3t)A(e, a, X),c) =3y(R¡t(?7(n, e), a, y) & [y] =c) is provable in some system ©,
and by the corollary to Lemma 26, this formula is provable in 53. Then by use
of rules for the predicate calculus, the formula 3z(3l) A(e, a, 1), z) & C(z))
=3z3y(R*;(Tj(n, e), a, y) & [y]=z & C(z)) is also provable in S3. Finally
by Schema 23 and rules of the predicate calculus, we have the provability of

3z 3t)(A(e, a, \), z) & C(z)) =3y(R*(7;(n,

e), a, y) & C([y])). Application of

the abbreviation
completes the demonstration.
Among the applications of Lemma 27, there are some in which the reader
may be expected to supply the required formula A(e, a, b, c). An important
class of these cases is covered by the following proposition. If t is a term containing no functors except those of S3, and containing exactly the variables e, a,
then there exists a numeral n such that C(t)=v(n,t)(C(ri(n,
e)(a))) is provable in S3. For proof, the A(e, a, b, c) of the lemma is simply t = c, with b
the empty sequence of variables. This proposition is generalized in the following corollary, of which it is the case for p = 0.

Corollary.
If flt • • • , Çp, f is a proper sequence of quasi-terms containing no functors except those of S3 and containing exactly the free variables b,
then for every arrangement of b into a sequence e, a, where a is not vacuous,
there exists a numeral n such that, for any formula C(c) of S3, the formula
n( • • • r,(C(f)) • ■ • )=v(n;t)(C(v(n, e)(a))) is provable in 53. (Note that C(c)
may contain any of the variables b.)
If fi, • • • , fj» f is a proper sequence of quasi-terms,

• • • ) is of the form ay^R^si,

then ri( • • • rp(C(f))

ti, yi) & • • • & Sy^R^s,,,

tp, yp) & C( [y„])

■ ■ • ), where each tris a sequence ta, • • • , t,*,., and each of ta, • • • ,Uki, s.is
either a term or the result of replacement on certain free variables of a term
by expressions [yy], where j <i. Thus the following formula is provable in S3:

h( • • • r,(c(r)) • • • ) - ayi •.. ■ayp(R»x(si,tu yi) & • • •
& Rifep(sp,tp, y„) & C([yp])).
The right

member

of this formula

is of the

form 3t)3yj,(F(e,

a, 1), yP)
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& C([yj,])), where t) is yi, • • • , yp_i. The formula F(e, a, bu • ■ ■ , bp) is of
Class T, and by the corollary to Lemma 15, 5 the formula 3i)F(e, a, ïj, Ci)
&3t) F(e, a, I), c2)3ci = c2 is provable in S3. Application of the lemma completes the demonstration.

Lemma 28. If B, A (a), B(a), A(a, b), and B(a, b) are formulas of S3, then
the following formulas are provable in S3: (It is assumed that the subscript
abbreviations
appear only where exhibited and, for lb, 6, 8-9b, that A(a),
B(a), A(a, b) and B(a, b) do not contain the variable x.)

la. ,(a = e(a))D(A(a)D.(A(e(a)))).
lb. e(A(e(a))) &VxB(x)De(B(e(a))).

2.

(.(e(o)=c)D,(f(b)=c))D(.(A(e(a)))Di(A(f(B)))).

3a. e(A(e(a)))

& e(B(e(a)))

=.(A(e(a))

& B(e(a))).

3b. e(A(e(a)))&B=.e(A(e(a))&B).
4a. e(A(e(a)))Ve(B(e(a)))=e(A(e(a))VB(e(a))).

4b. ,(A(e(tt))VB)D.(A(e(o)))VB.
5a. ,(A(e(o))DB(e(a)))D(.(A(e(a)))D.(B(e(a)))).
5b. ,(BDA(e(a)))D(BD,(A(e(a)))).
5c. e(A(e(a))DB)D(e(A(e(a)))DB).
6. e(3x A(e(a), x)) =3x ,(A(e(a), x)).
7.
8.

e(VxA(e(a),x))=Vxe(A(e(a),x)).
e(A(e(a)))=-3x(e(e(a)=x)&A(x)).

9a. Vx(A(x)DB(x))D(e(A(e(a)))De(B(e(a)))).

9b. Vx(A(x)DB)D(e(A(e(a)))DB).
The existence of proofs for the formulas la-2, 3b-4b, 5b-6, and 8-9b follow immediately

from rules for the predicate

calculus,

Schema 23, and Axiom

16.
For 3a we apply the corollary to Lemma 15,5, and the predicate calculus.
For 5a, from the corollary to Lemma 15, 5, we have the provability
of

R»(e, a, d)&(A([d])DB([d]))&R*(e,

a, c) & A([c])D3x(R*(e,

a, x)

& B([x])). From this result the desired formula is easily obtained.
For 7, from the corollary to Lemma 15, 5, we have the provability

R*(e, a,a)&A([a],c)D(Rt(e,
and thence,

upon the introduction

of

a, b) & A([b], d)DR*(e, a, a) & A([a], d));
of quantifiers,

3y(R*(e, a, y) & A([y], c)) D (Vx3y(Rfc(e, a, y) & A([y], x))
D 3y(R4(e, a, y) & VxA([y], x))).
The remainder

Corollary.

of the proof for 7 is easily constructed.

If A (a) tí a formula of S3, and if ft, • • • , fp, ôi and

£ii • • • , ? j, Oi are proper sequences of quasi-terms not containing
and p, gïîO, then the following formula is provable in S3:

the variable c,
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U ■■■ r,(*i = c) • • • ) D £l( • • • iq(di = c) • • • ))

D (r»(• • • r,(A(eO) • • • ) D tl( • • • t,(A(fc)) •••))•
(Note

that

A (a) may

contain

any

of the

variables

of fi, • • • , fP, 0i,

Ii, • • • , Is, 02.)
This result follows from 2 by rules of the predicate calculus if we note
that there exist numerals tn and « such that the following are provable, cf.

Lemma 27, corollary:

h( • • • f,(fli - c) • • • ) ■ »(«GO = c),
h( • • • r,(A(*i)) ■• • ) « »(A(n(a))),
ii( • • • £,(02 - c) • • • ) m m(tn(b)

= c),

H( • • ■ t.(A(&)) ■• • ) - »(A(m(b))),
where a is the list of free variables appearing
list of free variables in |i, • • • , |a, 02.

in fi, • • • , fp, 0i, and b is the

Lemma 29. For every natural number k, there exists a numeral sk such that,
for any formulas A and B (a) of 53, the formula

(A D e(B(e(a, b)))) = i^..|(A D u*,.]<a)(B({at, e}(o)(b)))),
where ais a sequence of terms ai, • • • , a*, is provable in S3. (Note that A and
B(a) may contain any of the variables a, b.)
By the corollary

to Lemma

27, there exists a numeral

nk such that for any

B(a) of 53 the formula
(i)

e(B(e(a, b))) -

|ni,ie,a)i(B({nt,

{e, a} }(b)))

is provable in 53. Also by corollary to Lemma 27 there exists a numeral s*
such that {nk, {e, a}} =c = (Sjt,e)({si, e}(a)=c)
is provable in 53. From this,
by substitution
of {nk, {e, a}} for c, we obtain the provability of
(ii)

l»*.e)({s*, e}(ct) = {nk, {e, a}}).

From (i), we have the provability

(iii)

of

(A D ,(B(e(a, b)))) - (A D fnt,ie,a))(B({n4, {e, o} }(b)))).

Applying Lemma 28, la to (ii) and (iii), we obtain the desired result.
For the statement
of the following lemma we introduce a set of metamathematical
operations somewhat like the operations 0< of §1. Let a be a
sequence of free variables ai, • • • , ak, let ibea
sequence of bound variables
xi, • • • , Xi, and let CM(ai, • • • , a,,), • • • , C,,,(ai, • • • , a,p), where 1 ¿V}£tk,
be a list of formulas of 53 containing only those of the variables a which are
exhibited and none of the bound variables y. Let A<(a<) contain the free vari-
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x,-. Then if there exists a v¡

such that Vj= i, then EiA«-(x<)is Vxj(Ci(ai, • • • , a,-_i, x,-)DA,-(x,-)). If there
is no v¡ such that v¡—i, then S<A»(x<) is Vx,- Aj(xj).
For natural numbers 1, • • • , k —1, let the numerals si, • • • , s*_i be the
ones specified in Lemma 29, and let e be any term of S3. Then we let f* abbreviate e, and for 1 £jïtik —1, we let fy abbreviate
{sy, fy+i}. In addition let
f abbreviate ft. (Note that when e is a numeral, then by Lemma 10 there is a
numeral / such that /=f is provable in S3. In cases in which Lemma 30 is employed to show the existence of a numeral, this fact will be used without further mention.)
Before stating the lemma we consider an example. Let a be the sequence
of free variables ai, a2, a3. Let Ci(ai), C3(ai, a2, a3), and C(a, ai, a2, a3) be formulas containing exactly those variables of a which are indicated, and not
containing any of the bound variables Xi, x2, x3. Then the formula Vxi(Ci(xi)
D(Vx2(Vx3(C3(xi, x2, x3)De(C(e(xi, x2, x3), xi, x2, x3)))))) may be abbreviated

by the expression
Vxi(Ci(xi)D

(i) S1S2H» e(C(e(xi,

f(Vx2 f(x1)(Vx3(C3(xi,

x2, x3), Xi, x2, x3)). The

X2,x3)Df(xl)(X2)(C(f(xi)(x2)(x3),

formula

xt, x2, x3))))))

may be abbreviated
by (ii) Si i(S2 f(x,)(S3 f(%i)(x2)(C(f(xi)(x2)(x3), xlt x2, x3)))).
The equivalence of Formulas (i) and (ii) will be seen to be an example for the

following lemma.
In successive applications of the functional abbreviation,
we further abbreviate by writing for an expression of the form ( • • • ((e(cti))(a2)) • • •
(ay-i))(ciy) where e is a term and a,-, l=i^j,
is a sequence of terms
a,!, • • • , aik., the expression e(a.i)(ct2) • • • (a>i)(ay).
Lemma 30. For every formula C(a, a) of S3, not containing
xi, • • • , xk, the following formula is provable in S3:

SiSi---

bound variables

E*e(C(e(r),r))
» Hi tCSif(Il)( • • • (s* i^1)...{Tt-AC(i(^i)

• • • (x*), r))) •••))•

If b is a sequence of free variables bi, • • • , b< and A(b) and B(a, b) are
formulas not containing the bound variable x but possibly some of the variables b, then the following formulas are provable in S3:
(1) d(B(d(b, b))-{,l.d,(1-.<1d|(i)(B({«j, d}(b)(b), b))). Lemma 29, taking
as A any provable formula.
(2) Vx d(B(d(b, x), x))=.(s„d)(Vx,s„d)(6)(B({s<)
d}(b)(x),
x))). (1),

Lemma 28, 7.
(3) Vx(A(x)Dd(B(d(b, x),x)))=.I.,,d)(Vx(A(x)Dt..,dl(b)(B({Si,
x)))). Lemma 29, Lemma 28, 7.

d}(b)(x),

For each natural number j, l^j¿k,
let ay abbreviate
the sequence
ai, • • • , ay and let fy abbreviate the sequence x3+i, • • • , xk. Then we shall
use induction on j decreasing from k to 1 to show that the following formula
is provable in S3 for each of these values of j:
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Sy+iEy+2• • • Si-,(C(e(Oi, tt), a¡, f,))
(4)

— í,(2;fl

m
f,(Oj)(Eí+2 fy(oy)(xy+i)( - • • (E* f, (a,) (xy+1)• • • (x4_i)(D,))

• • • ))),

where T'y is the expression C(fy(cty)(xy+1) • • -, (x*_i)(xí), ay, fy).
For the basis, the case in which j = k, by the definition of ft, e(C(e(a), a))
= f*(C(fjfc(a), a)) is provable in S3.
Then assuming the provability in 53 of Formula (4) for a given value of
j>i, and applying the appropriate one of (2) and (3), taking i asj—i, d as

fy, b, b as ay, x as x¡, d(B(d(b, b), b)) as the right member of (4), and in the
case that (3) is applied, A(b) as Cy(ay), we obtain a formula of the form of (4)
with j replaced byj —1. This completes the induction proof of (4).

For j = 1 the formula of the form of (4) is
S2 • • • E* e(C(e(ait ti), ai, fi))

= i(E2 {<»,)(• • • (St r<.,x*i)..-c«t_i>(C(f(ai)(x»)• • • (x*), ai, fi))) •••)).
From this we easily obtain

the desired

result.

Part IV
In Part IV we consider the problem of formalizing the results of Part I
and some additional results as well. The application
of these formal results
has already been discussed in Kleene's work. Assuming the simple consistency
of the intuitionistic
system 53, Corollary 4.1 and the corollary to Theorem 5
will serve to establish the simple consistency of a system which is an extension of the intuitionistic systems © and which diverges from the classical systems Ê [15, §14]. Theorem 6 and either Theorem 7.1 or Theorem 7.2 are the
basis of a demonstration
of the unprovability
of certain formulas of the intuitionistic predicate calculus, as well as of the incompleteness of the systems

© with respect to realizability [15, §§15-16].
11. Formal representation of the realizability

predicate. Since the predi-

cate Tk(e, Oi, • • • i ak, b) and the function U(b) are primitive recursive,
there exists a system © containing formulas which have the form of recursion equations for the functions rk(e, d, • * • , ak, b) and U(b), where
Tk(e, Oi, • ■ • , ak, b)=0 if and only if Tk(e, ai, • • ■ , ak, b), and such that,
by Lemma 18 and its corollary, there exist numerals tk, u, and vk for which
the following formulas, where a is ai, • • • , ak, are provable in @:

1. rfc(e, a, b)=0=3x
2. U(b)=c=3x(R1(u,

R*+i({f*, e}, a, b, x).
b,x)& [x]=c).

3. 3x(r*(e, a, x) =0 & U(x) =c) =3x(R*( {vk, e}, a, x) & [x] =c).
Then, by Lemmas 19 and 20 and Lemma 26, there exist formulas of 53,
Tk(e, a, b) and U(b, c), containing exactly the free variables exhibited, and
such that the following formulas are provable in 53:

4. T*(e)a,b)=3xRJt+1({fi,e},a,b,x).
5. U(b, c) =3x(R!(u, b, x) & [x] ='c).
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6. 3x(T*(e, a, x) & U(x, c)) =3x(R*( { vk, e}, a, x) & [x] =c).
We are now in a position, using Formula 6 and results of Kleene [13, §§4,
7], to assert the following: For every partial recursive function<f>(xi, • • • , xk),
there exists a numeral tn such that if <p(ni, • • • , nk)=n,
the formula
3x(Ri(m,
ni, • • • , nk, x) & [x] =n) is provable in S3.
Let us return to the definition of a formula a®A for every formula A,
this time with respect to the system S3. We may employ the definition given
by Kleene [15, §12], using the present formulas Ti(e, a, b) and U(b, c),

and, as in §2, replacing each part of the form U(b)®A by 3y(U(b, y) & y®A).
For each formula

A, let the formula

a®A thus obtained

be designated

by

a®iA.
However, utilizing the abbreviation
of §10, we may establish an equivalent definition which is more convenient for the considerations
which we are
about to undertake.
Hence, we define inductively for each formula A of S3 a formula a®2A
by the following clauses, in which F is any elementary formula of S3, and A,
B and A(b) are any formulas of S3. In work following this definition we shall
refer to the separate clauses as DI, and so on.
1. e®2Fise = 0&F.
2. e®2(A&B) is (e)o®2A&(e)i®2B.

3.
4.
5.
6.

e®2(AVB) is ((e)o = 0&(e)i®2A)V((e)o
e®2(ADB) is Vx(x®2ADe(e(x)®2B)).
e®27A is Vx(x®2ADe(e(x)®2l =0)).
e®23x A(x) is (e)!®2A((e)o).

7. e®2Vx A(x) is Vx e(e(x)®2A(x)).
We have the following relation between
realizability predicate.

= l&(e)r®2B).

the formulas

representing

Theorem 3. For every formula A of S3 the formula 3x(x®iA)
is provable in S3.
The proof is a straightforward

one by induction

the

=3x(x®2A)

on the number

of logical

symbols in A.
In the remainder of the present work, we shall let a®A designate the formula a®2A.
12. Formal properties of realizability in S3. In Part III, when we defined
S3, we might have included additional axioms in the form of recursion equations for functors of any of the types (a), (b), or (c). All of the results of Part
III and §11 would have held for the system thus formed. It may be observed
that the following results of Part IV will also hold for any such system.

Lemma 31. If A is an axiom of S3, then there exists a term t of S3, such that
the formula t®A is provable in S3. (Note that a term t satisfying the conditions
of the lemma may be chosen to contain no free variables besides those of A.)
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The defining axioms for recursive functions and Axiom 16 may be dismissed immediately,
since, for each of these axioms A, the formula 0®A is

provable in53, cf. Dl. There remain axioms of Schemata la, lb, 3-8,10,11,13,
and 23, and Axioms 14, 15, 17, and 18, cf. §1. We consider the cases for these
by the numbers listed. To complete certain of the cases we apply Lemma 30
to the starred formulas.

la.

1.
2.
3.
4.*

a®AD({a, b})o®A. Schema 23; Lemma 10, 10.7.
a®AD3x(({a,b})0
= x&x®A). 1.
a®AD„(n(a, b)®A). 2 ; Lemma 27.
Vx(x®ADVy(y®BD„(n(x, y)®A))). 3.

The application
of Lemma 30 assures the existence of a numeral tn such that
the formula Vx(x®ADm(Vy(y®BDm(x)(m(x)(y)®A))))
is provable
in S3.
Upon two applications of D4, we check that this is the desired formula for an
axiom of the form of la.

lb.
Let

F(e)

abbreviate

the

formula

Vx(x®ADe(Vy(y®BDe(I)(e(x)

®C)))), let G(d) abbreviate Vx(x®ADd(d(x)®B)),
F(e)&G(d)&a®A.
1. HDd(d(a)®B)
&e(Vy(y®BDe(a)(e(a)(y)®C))).

G(d), and F(e).
2. 77Dd(d(a)®B) & Vy ,(y®BD.w(e(a)(y)®C)).

(y)

and let H abbreviate
Definition

of H,

1; Lemma 28, 7.

3.

HDd(d(a)®B)

& d(e(d(a)®BDe(a)(e(a)(d(a))®C))).

4.

HDd(d(a)®B)

& (d(d(a)®B)Dd(e(e(a)(e(a)(d(a))®C)))).

2; Lemma

28,

lb.
3; Lemma

28, 5a, 5b.
5.

HDd(e(e(a,(e(a)(d(a))®C))).4.

6. HD„(n(e, d, a)®C). 5; corollary to Lemma 27.
7.* Vw(F(w)DVz(G(z)DVx(x®AD„(n(w,
z,x)®C)))).

6; and definition

of H.

3.
1. a®A&b®BD{a, b}®(A&B). D2; Lemma 10, 10.7.
2. a®A & b®BDn(n(a, b)®(A & B)). 1 ; Lemma 27 applied as in case la.
3.* Vx(x®ADVy(y®BDn(n(x, y)®(A & B)))). 2.

4a.

1. c®(A&B)D(c)o®A. D2; Lemma 10, 10.7.
2. c®(A & B) D„(n(c)®A). 1 ; Lemma 27.
3. Vx(x®(A&B)Dn(n(x)®A)).
2.

4b.
Similar to 4a.
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5a.

1. c®AD({0, c})o = 0&({0, c})i®A. Lemma 10. 10.7.

2. c®AD j 0, c} ®(AVB). 1; D3.
3. c®AD„(n(c)®(AVB)). 2; Lemma 27.
4. Vx(x®ADn(n(x)®(AVB))).
3.

5b.
Similar to 5a.

6.
Let the following abbreviations

be made:

P(c) for Vx(x®A3„(c(x)®C)),

Q(d) for Vy(y®BDd(d(y)®C)), R(e) for ((e)0= 0 & (e)i®A)V((e)o = l
& (e)i®B), and H for P(c) & Q(d) & R(e).
1. HD((e)o = 0&„(c(e)i)®C))V((e)o

= l &d(d(e)i)®C)).

Definition

of

H, P(c), Q(d), and R(e).
2. 3x((e)o = 0&R,(c,
(e)i, x) & [x]®C) V3x((e)0 = l & Ri(d, (e)i, x)
& [x]®C)D3y(3x(((((e)o
= 0&Ri(c, (e)i, x))V((e)o=l
& Rx(d, (e)i, x)))
& [x]=y)

3.

&y®C).

Predicate

HD3y(3x(((e)o

& [x]=y)

calculus.

= 0&Ri(c,

(e)i, x))V((e)o = l & Ri(d,

(e)i, x)))

& y®C). 1, unabbre via ting the parts 0( —), d( —);2.

4. H3„(n(c, d, e)®C). 3; Lemma 27; Lemma 15, corollary, 5.
5.* Vv(P(v)DVw(Q(w)OVz(R(z)Dn(n(v,
w, z)®C)))). 4, definition
of H.

7.
Let the following abbreviation be made: P(b) for Vx(x®AOb(b(x)®B)),
Q(c)forVy(y®AD0(Vz(z®BDo(y)(c(y)(z)®l
=0)))), and H for P(b) & Q(c)
&a®A.
1.

HDb(b(a)®B)

&o(Vz(z®BDo(a)(c(a)(z)®l=0))).

Definition

of H,

Q(c), and P(b).
2.

HDVz o(z®BDc(a)(c(a)(z)®l

3. H3b(o(c(a)(b(a))®l=0)).
4.

HDn(n(b,

=0)). 1; Lemma 28, 7.

1, 2; Lemma 28, lb, 5a.

c, a)®l =0). 3; corollary to Lemma 27.

5.* Vt(P(t)DVv(Q(v)DVw(w®AD„(«(t, v, w)®l=0)))). 4, and definition of H.

8.
Let P(c) abbreviate Vx(x®ADc(c(x)®l =0)).
1. P(c) & a®AD„(c(a)®l =0). Definition of P(c).

2. P(c) & a®ADl =0. 1, DI ; Lemma 28, 8, 3b.
3.

P(c) & a®AD„(n(c,

a)®B).

4.* Vy(P(y)OVz(z®ADn(n(y,

2, Axiom 15, Predicate

calculus.

z)®B))). 3.

10.
Let the free variables

of t be e, possibly an empty sequence.
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Vxc(c(x)®A(x))Do(c(t)®A(t)).

2.

Vx c(c(x)®A(x))D,cn.i)(ri(n,

3.

Vy(Vxy (y(x)®A(x))D,(n.e)(r?(n,
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Axiom 10.
e)(c)®A(t)).

1; Corollary

e)(y)®A(t))).

Lemma

27.

2.

11.
Let the free variables

1.
2.
3.
4.

of t be e, again possibly

an empty

sequence.

a®A(t)D({t, a})i®A(({t, a})0). Lemma 10, 10.7.
a®A(t)D{t, a}®3x A(x). 1, D6.
a®A(t)D„cn,e)(r/(n, e)(a)®3x A(x)). 2; Lemma 27.
Vy(y®A(t)D,(n.e,(r?(ri, e)(y)®3x A(x)). 3.

13.
Let the following abbreviations
be made: F(a, b, c) for (c)0= JO, {(b)0} }
& Vz(zgc
& a<zD(c)„ = 0) & Vz(z^a
& 0<z3R1((b)1,
5(z), (c)l0) &

Ri([(c),o],

[(c)ie,i], (c) ,x)), Q(c, p, d) for F(a, b, c) & [(c)pl]=d,

Vu2 Vv! Vv2(páa

& Q(ui, p, vx) & Q(u2, p, v2)Dvi

for F(a, b, c) & Ri((b)1? a, d) & ^([d],

H for VUl

=v2), t for c.7r(a')|d-f),

L

[(c)i], f), and P(b) for (b)0®A(0)

&Vx(b)l(Vy(y®A(x)D(b)l(x)((b)1(x)(y)®A(x')))).

1. Q(c, 0, d)Dd = (b)0. Definition of Q(c, 0, d) and F(a, b, c); Lemma 10,
10.7; Lemma 15, 10.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Q(ci, 0, di) & Q(c2, 0, d2)Ddi = d2. 1, Schema 23.
Q(c, p', d)DF(a, b, c). Definition of Q(c, p', d).
F(a, b, c)DQ(c, p, [(c)pi]). Axiom 16, Definition Q(c, p, d).
H & p'ga & Q(ci, p', di) & Q(c, p', d2)D [(ci)Pi] = [(c2)pl]. 3, 4, defi-

nition of H; Lemma 10, 9.8.
6. p'=a&Q(c,
p', d)DRi((b)!,
p,(c)p.0) & Ri([(c)P<o], [(c)pl], (c)pa).
Definition Q(c, p', d) and F(a, b, c); Lemma 10, 4.2, 9.9.
7. H&p'ga&
Q(d, p', dx) & Q(c2, p', d2) D [(ciV„] = [(c)p'o]
& [(ci)P'i]= [(c2)p'i]- 5, 6; Corollary to Lemma 15, 5; Schema 23.

8. H & p' = a & Q(ci, p', di) & Q(c2, p', d2) D di = d2. 7, definition
Q(c, p', d), Schema 23.

9. pga & Q(ci, p, d0 & Q(ci, p, d2)Dd! = d2. 2, 8, Schema 13.
10. 3y Q(y, a, di) & 3y Q(y, a, d2)Ddi = d2. 9, Axiom 16, Lemma 10, 9.1.
There exists a numeral

11. 3x(3y(F(a,

« such that for any formula

b, y) & [(y)al]=x)

G(d):

& G(x))^(n,a)(G({n,

a}(b))).

10,

definition Q(c, a, d); Lemma 27.
12. in,a]((b)l((b)1(a)((b)i(a)({n,

a}(b))=e)))D3y((b)l((b)1(a)(F(a,

& (b)i(a)([(y).i])=e))).
11 ; Schema 23, Lemma 28, 3b.
M- {n.*)(*)x(*M»((b)i(a)({n,
a}(b)) =e))) D3y3v3w(F(a,
& Ri((b)i, a, v) & Ri( [v], [(y)ai], w) & [w] =e). 12, unabbreviating
(b)i(a)(~) and (bhi —) in the right member.

14. c<gD(c)g = 0. Lemma 10, 10.10.
15. F(a, b, c) & ggc & a<gD(c)g = 0. Definition F(a, b, c).
16. F(a, b, c) & a<gD(c)g = 0. 14, 15; Lemma 10, 8.6, 9.1.

b,

y)

b,

y)

the parts
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17. F(a, b, c)D(c)a< = 0. 16; Lemma 10, 8.3.
18. F(a, b, c)D7c = 0. Definition F(a, b, c); Lemma 10, 10.9, 10.1 (contraposition).

19. F(a, b, c)D7t = 0. 18; definition t; Lemma 10, 10.9, 1.7.
20. F(a, b, c)D(t)a<= {d, f}. 19, 17; Lemma 10, 10.5, 10.3.
21. F(a, b, c)DVz(zgaD(t)I = (c)z). 19; Lemma 10, 10.5, 9.5, 10.4.
22. a'<gDa<g.
Lemma 10, 8.3, 8.5.
23. F(a, b, c)DVz(a'<zD(t)2 = 0). 22, 19, 16, definition t; Lemma 10,
10.5, 8.8, 10.4.
24. LOVz(z^t&a'<zD(t),
= 0)&Ri((b)i,
5(a'), (t)a<„) & Ri([(t)a<o],
[(t)j(a')i]i (t)a'i)- 23, 21, 20, definition L, t, F(a, b, c), Schema 23; Lemma 10,
4.2.
25. LDVz(záa

& 0<zDR1((b)I,

S(z), (t)l0) & Ri([(t)l0],

[(t)i»i],

(t)«i)).

21, definition L, F(a, b, c), Schema 23.

26. LDF(a', b, t). 24, 25, definition L, F(a, b, c); Schema 23; Lemma 10,
9.4.
27. L& [f]=eDF(a',
b, t) & [(t)a<i]=e. 26, 20; Lemma 10, 10.7;
Schema 23.

28. (n^GbuGbHwabMaXln, a}(b)) =e))>D,„>a.,({«, a'}(b)=e). 13, 27,
11.

29. P(b)D(b)o®A(0). Definition P(b).
30. (n,o)({n, 0}(b)=(b)o).
11, definition
{ {0, {(b)o| } } for c; Lemma 10, 10.3, 10.4.

F(0,

b,

c),

substituting

31. P(b)D(n,o|({n, 0}(b)®A(0)). 29, 30; Lemma 28, la.
32. P(b) &,»..,({«,
a}(b) ® A(a)) D i»..|((b)i((b)K.)((b)i(a)({n, a}(b))
®A(a')))). Definition P(b) ; Lemma 28, 7, 5b, 9a.
33. P(b) &{a>,)({n,a}(b)®A(a))D,„>..,({n,
a'}(b)®A(a')). 28, 32, Corollary Lemma 28.

34. P(b)D(n,a)({n, a}(b)®A(a)). 31, 33, Schema 13.
35. Vz(z®(A(0) ckVx(A(x)DA(x')))D{n,a)({n,a}(z)®A(a))).

34, defini-

tion P(b), D2, D7, D4.
14.
1. c = 0&a'=b'D3x(c
= c&x = 0)&a = b. Axiom 14.
2. c = 0&a' = b'D„(n(c)=0&a
= b). 1, Lemma 27.
3. Vy(y = 0&a' = b'Dn(n(y)=0&a
= b)). 2.

15.
1.

c = 0&a' = 0Dn(n(c)=0&l=0).

Axiom 15, Schema 8.

2. Vy(y = 0&a' = 0Dn(«(y)=0&l=0).

1.

17.
1. d = 0&a = bD(e = 0&a=OVx(d=d&e=e&x

17.

= 0)&b = c). Axiom
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2. d = 0&a = bD(e = 0&a = cD„(n(d, e)=0&b=c)).
3.* Vy(y = 0&a = bDVz(z = 0&a = cD„(n(y, z)=0&b

1, Lemma 27.
= c))). 2.

18.
Similar to 14.

23.
1. a = 0&b = cD(d®A(b)D3x(a
= a&d=x&x®A(c))).
Schema 23.
2. a = 0 & b = cD(d®A(b)D„(n(a,
d)®A(c))). 1, Lemma 27.
3.* Vy(y = 0 & b=cDVz(z®A(b)Dn(n(y,
z)®A(c)))). 2.
Theorem
4. For every formula A (a) containing exactly the free variables
exhibited and provable in S3, there exists a numeral n such that „(ri(a)®A(a))
is provable in S3.
The result for the axioms of S3 follows immediately
from the preceding
lemma, where n is chosen according to Lemma 27 so that n(n(a) = ({t, a})o)
is provable in 53.
To complete the demonstration
by induction we must consider the rules

of inference of 5i: 2, 9, and 12.
For Rule 2, suppose that b is a list of the free variables of ADB, a of A,
and b of B; and that n(n(a)®A) and m(Vx(x®ADm(b>(«i(b)(x)®B)))
are
provable in 53. Then Vx(x®ADm(m(b)(m(b)(x)®B)))
is provable in 53
(Lemma 28, 7, 5b). Hence the formula n(m(m(b)(m(b)(n(a))®B)))
is provable
in 53 (Lemma 28, lb, 5a). Replacing the free variables in b and a which do
not appear in b by numerals and applying the corollary to Lemma 27, there
exists a numeral p such that p(p(b)®B)
is provable in S3.
For Rule 9, suppose the free variables of the formula CDA(b) are a, b,
that C does not contain b, and that the formula n(Vy(y®CDn(a,b)(n(a,
b)(y)

®A(b))))

is provable

in 53. Then c®CDn(n(«,b)(n(a,

b)(c)®A(b)))

is also

provable in 53 (Lemma 28, 7, 5b). Applying the corollary to Lemma 27, there
exists a numeral p such that c®CD(P,a)({p,
«} (c> b)®A(b)) is provable in S3,
and since C does not contain b, Vy(y®CDVx
(p>a]({p, a}(y, x)®A(x))),

and finally by application of Lemma 30, {si, {p, a} }®(CDVx A(x)). The
case may be completed by application of Lemma 27.
For Rule 12, suppose the free variables of A(b)DC are a, b, where again C
does not contain b, and that the formula n(Vy (y®A(b) Dn(a,b> (n(a, h) (y)®C)))
is provable in 53; then d®3x A(x)Dn(0,,,(d)D)(n(a,
(d)o)((d)i)®C))
is also
provable in S3, Lemma 28, 7, 5b; and applying the corollary to Lemma 27,
since C does not contain b, we have d®3x A(x)D{p,B)({p> a}(d)®C).
The
case is completed in the same manner as the preceding one.

Corollary

4.1. If Ais a formula deducible in S3from formulas Au • ■ -,Ak,

fe^O, and if B, Bi, • • • , B* are the respective closures of A, Au ■ ■ • , Ak with
respect to the free variables of Ai, • • ■ , A4 not held constant in the deduction,

then 3y(y®B)

is deducible in S3from 3yi(yi®Bi),

• • • , 3y;t(yj:®Bjt).
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By the deduction theorem, the formula Bi & • • • & BOB is provable in
S3. If b is the list of free variables in this formula, then there exists a numeral

n such that „(b®(Bi &(•••&
Bk • • • ))Dn(b)(«(b)(b)®B))
is provable
in S3. Hence, by Lemma 28, 5b, the formula b®(Bi &(•••&
B* •■• ))
Dn(n(b)(n(b)(b)®B))
is also provable in S3, and finally, b®(Bx & ( • • •
&Bk ■ ■ ■))D3y(y®B)
(Lemma 28, 8). Then applying D2, we have the for-

mula bi®Bi& • • -&b*®BO{bi,

{ • • -,b* • • • }}®(Bi&( ■• -&Bk ■■■));

and hence

3yi(yi®B0 & • • • & 3y*(y*®B*)D 3y(y®B).
Since A does not (except in the elementary case) constitute
part of a®A, the replacement
rule requires special justification
a®A. This we are now able to give.

a consecutive
as applied to

Corollary 4.2. For any formulas A and B of S3, 3y(y®A) =3y(y®B)
deducible from A = B in S3.
Proof is immediate

from Corollary

4.1 and the deduction

theorem

is

for S3.

Theorem
5. For every formula A of S3, there exists a numeral n such that
the following formulas are provable in S3 :

(i)

a® A D n(n(a) ®(a®A)),

(ii)

c®(a®A) 3 a® A.

The proof is by induction on the number of logical symbols in A. For
proper choice of the numerals in each of the cases, the following formulas are

provable.
Basis. Assume that A is an elementary

formula.

1.1. a = 0&AD{0,a}®(a

= 0&A). Dl, D2; Lemma 10, 10.7.

1.2.

= 0&A)).

a = 0&ADn(n(a)®(a

1.1; Lemma 27.

2.1. c®(a = 0&A)D(c)o = 0&a = 0&(c)i = 0&A. D2, DI.
2.2. c®(a = 0&A)Da = 0&A. 2.1.
For the induction
such that, in addition

(iii)

(iv)
Then we consider
Conjunction.

step, suppose there exist a numeral n and a numeral m
to (i) and (ii), the following formulas are provable in S3:

b®B D m(m(b) ®(b®B)),

d®(b®B) D b®B.
cases for each of the logical symbols.

1.1. c®(A&B)Da(n((c)o)®((c).®AJ)&„(zn((c)0®((c)i®B)).
D2.

(i), (iii),

1.2. c®(A&B)Dn(m({n((c)o),m((c)i)}®(c®(A&B)))).
D2,
1.1;
Lemma 28, 3b; Lemma 10, 10.7; Schema 23.
1.3. c®(A & B)Dp(p(c)®(c®(A & B))). 1.2; corollary to Lemma 27.

2.1.
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d®(c®(A & B))D(d)o,®((c)0®A) & (d)1®((c)1®B). D2.

2.2. d®(c.®(A & B))Dc®(A & B). 2.1, (ii), (iv), D2.
Disjunction.

Let the following abbreviations

be made:

F(c, d) for „((c)o = 0 &n((c)x = d) Vm(7(c)0 = 0 & tn((c)i) =d), H for (c)0 = 0
& (c)i®A, and t for {(c)0, JO, k(c)} }, where k is introduced below.
1.1. F(c, di) & F(c, d2)Ddi = d2. Lemma 10, 1.0; corollary to Lemma 15,
5, functional abbreviation.
There exists a numeral
provable in S3:

1.2.
1.3.
1.4.

k such that for any formula

G(d) the following is

3x(F(c, x) & G(x) =k(G(k(c))). 1.1 ; Lemma 27.
HD(c)o = 0 &n(ri((c)i)®((c)!®A)).
Formula (i), definition of H.
HD3x(n((c)0 = 0&n((c)1)=x)
& x®((c)!®A)). 1.3; Lemma 28, 3b,

8.
1.5. HD3x(F(c, x) & x®((c)!®A)). 1.4, definition F(c, d).
1.6. HDa((c)o = 0 & £(c)®((c)i®A)). 1.5, 1.2, definition of H; Lemma

28, 3b.
1.7.

(c)0=1&(c)1®BDa((c)o

= 1 &£(c)®((c)i®B)).

Similar to the proof

of 1.6.
1.8. c®(AVB)D*(((c)o = 0 & 0 = 0 & (c)o = 0 & A(c)®((c),.®A)) V((c)o
= 1 & 1=1 & (c)„ = l & A(c)®((c.)i®B))). 1.6, 1.7, D3, Axiom 16; Lemma
28, 3b, 4a.
1.9. c ® (AVB) D *(((t)0 = 0 & (t)10= 0 & (c)0 = 0 & (t)„ ® ((c)x ® A))
V((t)0=l & (t)io = 0 & (c)o = l & (t)n®((c)i®B))). 1.8, definition of t; Lemma 10, 10.7; corollary to Lemma 28.

1.10. c®(AVB)D*(t®(c®(AVB))). D2, D3.
1.11. c®(AVB)Dp(p(c)®(c®(AVB))).
Corollary to Lemma 27.
2.1. d®(c®(AVB)) D (((d)o = 0 & (d)!®((c)0 = 0 & (c)i®A))V((d)0
= 1 & (d),.®((c)0 = l & (c)i®B))). D3.

2.2. d®(c®(AVB))D((c)o = 0 & (c)i®A)V((c)o = l & (c)i®B). 2.1, D3,
DI, (ii) and (iv).

2.3. d®(c®(AVB))Dc®(AVB). 2.2, D3.
Implication. Let F abbreviate 3y(Ri(c, a, y) & [y]®B) and let t abbreviate {r(c, a), {0, m([r(c, a)])} }, where r is defined below.

1.1. c®(ADB)DVx(x®AD3y(R1(c, x, y) & [y]®B)). D4.
1.2. d®(a®A)Da®A. (ii).
1.3. c®(ADB)&d®(a®A)DF. 1.1, 1.2.
There exists a numeral r such that, for every formula G(d), the following is

provable :
1.4. 3y(Rx(c, a, y) & G(y» =r(G(r(c,

a))). Corollary to Lemma 15, 5;
Lemma 27.
1.5. FD,([r(c, a)]®B). 1.4, definition of F.
1.6. FD,(m(m([r(c,
a)])®([r(c, a)]®B))). 1.5, (iii); Lemma 28, lb, 5a.
1.7. FD,(Ri(c, a, r(c, a))). Definition of F, 1.4.
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1.8. FDr(m(Ri(c, a, r(c, a)) & ai([r(c, a)])®([r(c, a)]®B))). 1.6, 1.7;
Lemma 28, 3a, 3b.
1.9. FDr(m(0 = 0 & Ri(c, a, r(c, a)) & m( [r(c, a)])®([r(c, a)]®B))). 1.8,
Axiom 16; Lemma 28, 3b.
1.10. FD,(B((t)10 = 0 & Ri(c,a, (t)0) & (t)u®([(t)„]®B))).
1.9, definition
t; Lemma 10, 10.7; corollary to Lemma 28.

1.11. FDr(m(t®3y(Ri(c, a, y) & [y]®B))). D6, Dl, D2.
1.12. FDp(p.(c, a, d)®3y(Ri(c,
a, y) & [y]®B)). 1.11; corollary to
Lemma 27.
1.13. c®(ADB)DVxVz(z®(x®A)Dp(p(c,
x, z)®3y(R1(c, x, y) & [y]

®B))). 1.3, 1.12.
The desired formula of the form of Formula (i) is obtained from 1.13 by
application of Lemma 30, D4, D7, and the functional abbreviation.

2.1. d®(c®(A D B)) D Vx d(Vz(z®(x®A) D d(x)((d(x)(z))10 = 0 & Ri
(c, x, (d(x)(z))0) & (d(x)(z))u®([(d(x)(z))o]®B)))).
D4, D7, D6, D2, DI,
functional

abbreviation.

2.2. d®(c®(A D B)) & a®A D nUUw((d(a)(n(a))1B = 0 & Ri(c, a,
(d(a)(n(a)))„)

& (d(a)(n(a)))11®([(d(a)(n(a)))0]®B)))).

9a, 5b, 5a.
2.3. d®(c®(ADB))&a®ADi((i(d,
& (k(d, a))n®([(A(d,

a))0]®B)).

2.1, (i) ; Lemma 28,

a))10= 0 & Ri(c, a, (k(d, a))„)

2.2; corollary to Lemma 27.

2.4. d®(c®(ADB))&a®AD3w3y(R1(c,

a, y) & w®([y]®B)). 2.3;

Lemma 28, 9b.

2.5. d®(c®(ADB)) & a®AD3y(Ri(c, a, y) & [y]®B). 2.4, (iv).
2.6. d®(c®(ADB))DVx(x®ADo(c(x)®B)). 2.5.
Negation.
Universal

The case for negation is an instance of that for implication.
quantifier. Let t abbreviate
{r(c, a), JO, n([r(c, a)])} }.

1.1. c®VxA(x)DVx 3y(Ri(c, x, y) & [y]®A(x)). D7.
1.2. c®VxA(x)Dr(„(0
= 0 & Ri(c, a, r(c, a)) & n([r(c,
®A(a)))).
By steps similar to 1.4—1.9 of the implication

a)])®([r(c,
case, using

a)]
here

1.1 and (i).
1.3. c®VxA(x)Dr(„((t)io
= 0 & Ri(c, a, (t)„) & (t)n®([(t)0]®A(a)))).
1.2; Lemma 10, 10.7; corollary to Lemma 28.

1.4. c®VxA(x)3r(n(t®3y(R1(c,
1.5. c®VxA(x)DP(p(c,
to Lemma 27.
This portion

2.1.

a, y) & [y]®A(a)))). D6, D2, DI.

a)®3y(Ri(c,

of the case may be completed

d®(c®VxA(x))DVx

Lemma 28, 9b.
2.3. d®(c®VxA(x))DVx
quantifier.

by application

d((d(x))io = 0 & R^c,

®([(d(x))o]®A(x))). D7, D6, D2, DI.
2.2. d®(c®VxA(x))DVx3y
3z(Ri(c,

Existential

a, y) & [y]®A(a))).

x,

1.4; corollary
of Lemma

30.

(d(x))„) & (d(x))n

x, y) & z®([y]®A(x))).

3y(Ri(c, x, y) & [y]®A(x)). 2.2, (ii).

2.1;

1.1.
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(a)i®A((a)0)Dn(n((a)i)®((a)i®A((a)o)).

(i).

1.2. a®3xA(x)D„(n((a)i)®(a®3xA(x)).
D6.
1.3. a®3xA(x)Dp(p(a)®(a®3xA(x)).
1.2; corollary to Lemma 27.
2.1. k®((a)1®A((a)o)D(a)i®A((a)0).
(ii).

2.2. k®(a®3xA(x))Da®3xA(x).
Corollary.
in 53:

2.1, D6.

For every formula A of S3 the following formulas

(i)
(Ü)

are provable

3y(y®(A D 3x(x®A))),
3y(y®(3x(x®A) D A)).

Furthermore, if i) are the free variables of A, the following formulas are also provable in S3:

(iii)
(iv)

3y(y®Vl)(A D 3x(x®A))),
3y(y®Vt)(3x(x®A) D A)).

For every A there exist an n, a k, and a p such that the following formulas
are provable in 53:

1.1. a®AD„(«(a)®(a®A)).
Theorem 5.
1.2. a®AD„(({a, n(a) |)i®(({a, n(a)})0®A)).
corollary

to Lemma

1.1; Lemma 10, 10.7;

28.

1.3.
1.4.

a®ADn({a, n(a) }®(3x(x®A))). 1.2, D6.
a®ADp(p(a)®(3x(x®A))).
1.3; corollary to Lemma 27.

1.5.
2.1.
2.2.
2.3.
2.4.
3.1.

p®(AD3x(x®A)). 1.4, D4.
b®(3x(x®A))D(b)!®((b)0®A).
b®(3x(x®A))D(b)o®A.

D6.
2.1; Theorem 5.

b®(3x(x®A))D*(*(b)®A). 2.2; Lemma 27.
£®(3x(x®A)DA). 2.3, D4.
Vl),(g(l))®(AD3x(x®A))). 1.5; Lemma 27.

Formula

(iii) follows from 3.1 by application

of Lemma

30. The proof of

(iv) from 2.4 is similar.
Theorem
in S3 :

6. 7/A is a formula of S3, then the following formulas are provable

(i)

73x(x®A) D 3x(x®7A),

(ii)

73x(x®A) D 73x(x®7 7A).
1. 7(a®A)D(a®ADn(n(a)®l=0)).
Schema 8.
2. Vx 7(x®A)DVx(x®AD„(n(x)®l=0)).
1.

3. Vx 7(x®A)Dn®7A. 2, D5.
4.

73x(x®A) =Vx 7(x®A). Predicate calculus.

5. 73x(x®A)D3x(x®7A). 3, 4.
6. b®7 7ADVx(x®7ADb(b(x)=0&l

= 0)). D5, DI.
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7.
8.
9.
10.

[March

a®7A & b®77ADb(b(a) =0 & 1=0). 6.
a®7A&3x(x®77A)Dl=0.
7;Lemma28, 3b.
3x(x®7A)D73x(x®7
7A). 8, Axiom 15, Schema 8.
73x(x®A)D73x(x®7 7A). 5, 8.

Lemma 32. The following formulas are provable in S3:

(i) c®Vz7Ri(a,

b, z) D Vz7Ri(a, b, z).

(ii) 3y(Ri(a, b, y) & (Vz7Ri(a, b,z) V(([y])o = l &Ri(a, b, ([y])io))))Z>l
= 0.
1. c®Vz 7Ri(a,

b, z)DVz o(Vx(x = 0 & R^a, b, z)Do(I)(c(z)(x)=0

&1

= 0))). D7,D5,D1.
2. c®Vz 7Ri(a, b,z)D„(0 = 0&Ri(a, b,d)Do(d)(c(d)(0)=0&l=0)).
3. c®Vz 7Ri(a, b, z)D(Ri(a, b, d)Dl=0). 2; Lemma 28, 5b, 3b.
From 3 we easily obtain

4.
5.
6.
7-

1.

(i).

Ri(a, b, d) &Vz 7Ri(a, b, z)Dl=0.
Ri(a, b, d) & Ri(a, b, ([d])i0)Dd = ([d])i0. Corollary to Lemma 15, 5.
d = ([d])ioDd = 0. Lemma 10, 10.6, 10.1, 8.5, 8.8,1.0; Lemma 15, 10.
([d])o=07d
= 0. Lemma 10, 10.1; Lemma 15, 10.

8. Ri(a,b,d)&([d])0 = l&R1(a,b, ([d])i„)Dl =0. 5, 6, 7.
9. R1(a,b,d)&(Vz7Ri(a,b,z)V(([d])o
= l&Ri(a,b,([d])i„)))Dl=0.

4,8.
From 9 we obtain (ii).
Theorem

7.1. If A abbreviates the formula Vx(Vz 7Ri(x,

x, z)), then 73y(y®A)

x, z) V3z

Ri(x,

is provable in S3.

1. a®ADVx a(a(x)®(Vz 7Ri(x, x, z)V3z Ri(x, x, z))). D7.
2. a®ADVx 3y(Ri(a, x, y) & [y]®(Vz 7Ri(x, x, z)V3z Ri(x, x, z))).
Unabbreviating 1.
3. a®ADVx 3y(Ri(a, x, y) & ((([y])o = 0 & ([y])i®Vz 7Ri(x, x, z))

V(([y])o = l & ([yDi^O&R^x.x,

([y])io)))). 2, D3, Dl, D6.

4. a®A D Vx 3y(Ri(a, x, y) & (Vz 7Ri(x, x, z) V (( [y])o = 1 & Ri(x,
x, ( [y])io)))). 3 ; Lemma 32, (i).
5. a®AD3y(Ri(a,
a, y) & (Vz 7Ri(a, a, z)V(([y])o=l
& Ri(a, a,
([y])io)))-

4.

6. a®ADl =0. 5; Lemma 32, (ii).

7. 73y(y®A). 6.
Theorem 7.2. If B abbreviates the formula Vx(Vz7Ti(x,
x, z)), then 73y(y®B) is provable in S3.

x, z)V3z

Ti(x,

First, we shall show that the formula 3wU(d, w) is provable in S3, where
U(d, c) is the formula which was defined in §11 to represent
U(d)=c in S3.
To begin, we have the provability
in some system © of the formula U(d)

= c=3x(R1(u,

d, x) & [x]=c)

(Formula 2, §11). The formula U(d)=U(d)

1947]
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is also provable in ©; thus 3x 3y(Ri(u,
d, x) & [x]=y)
is provable in ©.
By the corollary to Lemma 26, the latter formula will also be provable in 53.
Hence, by Formula 5 of §11, the following formula is provable in 53:

1. 3w U(d, w).
2. 3z Ti(a, a, z) =3w 3z(Ti(a, a, z) & U(z, w)). 1.
3. Vz 7T1(a, a, z) = 73w 3z(Ti(a, a, z) & U(z, w)). 2.
4.

3w 3z(Ri({

vi, a], a, z) & [z]=w)=3z

Ri({ vu a], a, z).

5. 3z Ti(a, a, z)=3z Ri({vi, a}, a, z). 2, 4, Formula 6, §11.
6. Vz 7Ti(a, a, z)=Vz 7Ri({ vi, a}, a, z). 3, 4, Formula 6, §11.
Let C abbreviate

Vx(Vz 7Ri({

vu x\, x, z) V3z

Ri({vi,

x}, x, z)). Then:

7. B = C. 5, 6, definition of C.
Also, by a derivation

similar step for step to the proof of Theorem

7.1, replac-

ing ® by ®i and applying Lemma 10, 10.7 and Theorem 4:

8. 73y(y®C).
9. 73y(y®B). 7, 8; Corollary 4.2.
Corollary.

If D abbreviates the formula

Vx 3y((3z

V(Vz 7Ti(x, x, z) & y = l)), then 73y(y®D)
The corollary
since the formula

follows from the theorem
D = B is provable in 53.

Ti(x, x, z) & y = 0)

is provable in S3.
by application

of Corollary

4.2,
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